
Chapter Two 

Two (or Three) For the Price of One. 

'/ know what you're thinking about,' said Tweedledum; 'but it 
isntso, nohow". 

'Contrariwise,' continued Tweediedee, if it was so, it might be; 
and if it were so, it would be, but as it isnt, it aint That's logic'. 

Lewis Carroll (1968:185) 

This chapter and Chapter Three trace the emergence of the group I call 'cfarug 

custodians'. Before I can adequately conceptualise the constitution and organisation 

of 'darug custodians' in Chapter Three, I need to present a history of the group which 

gave rise to 'darug custodians', namely Darug descendants. 

Darug descendants are a group who can prove that they conform to the official 

definition of 'Aboriginal'. This definition is formulated in the Native Title (New South 

Wales) Act 1994, and is the same as that used in the Commonwealth Native Title Act 

1993 and in section 51 (26) of the Australian Constitution, 'Aboriginal' is defined as: 

An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal 
orTorresStrartlslarKterdesceritwhoideritiTlesasanAlx)riginal 
or Torres Strait Islander and is accepted as such by the community 
in which he or she lives. , 

i 
In Australia, both self and community cultural identification, as well as 

genetic descent, determine who is 'Aboriginal'. The Australian legal definition of 

'Aboriginal' defines it as a social category which is derived from genetic heritage, 

As I suggest in the thesis Introduction, both Darug descendant self-

consciousness and their legal identification as 'Aboriginal', first came about largely 
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through the work of Or. James Kohen (1993,2000). Kohen's work with Darug 

descendants began about twenty five years ago, soon after the advent of native title in 

Australia. Kohen, a biologist with interests in both pre-colonial bio-resources in the 

Sydney area and the archaeology of pre-contact Aboriginal resource management, 

told me in an interview (2003: pers.comm) that he was asked by some 'Sydney 

Aboriginal descendants' to use his research skills to conduct genealogical - or 'family 

heritage' - research. He explained that this research was aimed at tracing living 

descendants of Aboriginal people. That is, he wanted to identify people who were 

genetically linked to Aboriginal people who inhabited Sydney before British invasion. 

Kohen told me that native title was co-incidental to his research in the beginning 

(FNJK 23.5.03). This must have been so as Kohen could not have anticipated the 

advent of native title legislation in the early 1980's. Kohen's work was a result of new 

access to resources that landrights legislation produced in Australia. His research 

was and is still being conducted in the context - and within the era - of native title, and 

it has been used to prepare three nativetitle claims. 

Kohen (2003: pers.comm.) claims that his research was undertaken at the 

request of people who self-consciously identified as descendants of Aboriginal people 

connected with geographical places in western Sydney. These people called 

themselves 'Richmond Road Tribe' and 'Bungarabee Tribe' among other names 
i 

names which serf-identified them as groups in and around western Sydney near I 

Plumpton, near Mount Druitt (see map 1). 

From seven ancestors, Kohen successfully traced a large number of 

descendants of a group of Aboriginal people, some of whom eventually identified 

themselves with the name 'Darug' in order to include Aboriginal people from other 
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places in western Sydney besides Plumpton. According to Kohen's (1993) research, 

'Darug' were a 'language group'29 of Aboriginal people, whose traditional country' 

comprised land from the area in the west now called the Blue Mountains, to the 

Pacific Ocean in the east; and from the area in the north now called the Hawkesbury 

River to Appin in the south (see maps 1 and 2). Kohen (ibid.) deduced that prior to 

contact between these people and Europeans, there were about sixty clan groups 

within what he claims was a 'language group' which had specific geographic 

affiliations within the traditional country referred to above. According to Kohen (1993), 

these groups spoke various dialects of a Darug language. 

As well as documents such as 'blanket lists', church records and other co/opial 

records, the kind of knowledge used to make genealogies and maps, and to draw 

other conclusions regarding who and/or what is/was a particular kind of Aboriginal 

group, is derived from both archaeological evidence and interpretations of often 

patchy ethnographic and historical documentation made by early explorers and 

colonisers, amateur and professional anthropologists, missionaries and pioneers. 

Kohen (2003)30 claims, however, that much of his knowledge has also been informed 

by knowledge passed down through generations of Darug descendants. Kohen, 

worked and continues to work collaboratively with these people in generating a 

knowledge bank of Darug history and traditions based on archaeological and 

ethnographic methods. Yet, although these sources have claimed to produce 

knowledge concerning Darug identity, it is on the genetic assumptions produced by 

Kohen's 'Darug family trees' that Darug descendant claim to 'authenticity' is based. In 

30 Whether these later groupsreproduced any of die same or similar cultural productions that 
pre-contact groups maintained we will never know. 
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other words, it is on an assumption that Darug genetic substance has been passecf 

down through generations to particular people living in the present that the Darua 

identity claim is based. It is primarily on the assumption that there is an on-going, 

continuous genetic link between living Darug descendants and pre-contact Aboriginal 

people that contemporary Darug descendant identity claims are founded. 

The main reasonfor the fragmentary nature of European records concerning 

Darug culture and traditions stems from the almost total annihilation of 'Sydney 

Aboriginal People' within thefirst three years of the arrival of the first fleet. Watty n 

Tench (1788/1996) and David Collins (1788/1975), young officers with the first fleet 

and primary chroniclers of the times, both report that by 1791, the population of one 

'dan' of Aboriginal people living dose to Sydney Harbour was reduced in number from 

about sixty to three as a result of disease. Tench and Collins' descriptions of the 

extent of the calamity which caused Aboriginal people's bodies to go unburied and 

communities to be wiped out make harrowing reading. Some Sydney Aboriginal 

people, did, however, survive as seff-consdous cufturaf groups at least until the turp of 

the 20th century when amateur anthropologist and surveyor R.H. Mathews (1905) 

documented the name 'Darug' as being associated with a group of Aboriginal pepple 

he met on an expedition along the Hawkesbury River (see map 1). 

Some senior Darug descendants daim that when they were young, they heard 

the name 'Darug' being used to refer to certain people. Kohen admits that when he 

began his research no-one was using Darug language fluently. However, he daims 

that the original Sydney Aboriginal descendants who contacted him maintained strong, 

continuous and inalienable connections to their traditional country, extended famify 

and continuing traditions and customs (Kohen 2003:ibid.). 
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I have been told by some people, who have since identified as Darug 

descendants, that other Sydney Aboriginal people (i.e. Aboriginal people who lived in 

Sydney but did not know if they were Darug or not) contacted Kohen for help in 

tracing their genealogies. I have also been told that many of these people, prior to 

Kohen's work had lived marginalised lives as undifferentiated Aboriginal people. One 

such person was the late Uncle Jimmy, whose sister, Alma Jones has been a principal 

collaborator in my fieldwork. Both Alma and Kohen (2000:pers.comm.) explained tp 

me that Uncle Jimmy had told Kohen that he had no notion of his Aboriginal origins 

and sought Kohen's help in establishing some connections for his family. Koherj 

quickly identified Uncle Jimmy's family as Darug descendants. Alma seemed bitter 

when she explained how she had experienced her own Aboriginalrty before Uncle 

Jimmy's contact with Kohen: 

We knew we was Aboriginal. How could we forget? We had them 

welfare ladies comin' round all the time. We got called 'blackfellas' 

at school. Teachers usedto say that we didnl need toteam because 

we wouldn't need toreadto sweep the streets. 


AJ2001O4. 

Before contact with Kohen, Alma and many other Sydney Aboriginal people 

may have known that they were Aboriginal. 'Aboriginal' for many of these people 

seems to have been a generic category i.e. one was either 'Aboriginal' or White. But 

before contact with Kohen, they did not know that they were, or even had the potential 

to be, specifically Darug; nor did they have ideas about what 'Darug' meant. Alma 

expressed her thoughts about this to me in an interview: 

We thought there was only one kind of Aboriginal. That you were 

just like either Aboriginal or not. We didn't know that there was like 

Darug and Dharawahf and all that, you know? I'll never forget the 
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day that me brother rung me. He was so happy. He said: 'I know 
who we are! I know where we come from! We're from 'ere!'. We 
was so happy. To know that we come from 'ere and thafs special. 

FNAJ (2001: interview 9). 

After establishing contact with Kohen and other Darug descendants many 

Darug descendants, including Alma and her family, began to link their knowledge with 

that of otherramifies. They began to claim that particular words, ideas, knowledge of 

plant and animal species, practices and places make up specifically Darug 

knowledge. 

According to Alma, her great-uncle, whom she called 'grandpa' was a fully 

initiated Darug man. He bore the scars of his ordeal and was able to speak Darug 

language. Alma remembers 'grandpa' taking her and her siblings on long walks 

through the bush, when he used words and described the uses of particular plant and 

animal species that Alma now claims as aspects of Darug knowledge (AJ 2001 

interview 10). 

As a result of Kohen's work and funding provided by the federal government, 

an organisation was established to allow newly identified Darug descendants to meet 

each other and further research their genealogies. This group was called Darug Link 

and was part of the federal Link-Up program which was largely designed to re-unite 

Aboriginal family members in an attempt to redress wrongs done to the Stolen 

Generation31. In providing a forum for Darug descendants to meet each other, many 

for the first time, Damg Link and Kohen's genealogy had the effect of relating Darag 

descendants to each other in a way that they had previously not been related. 

31 See Bringing Them Home (1997) for details concerning the institutionalised separation of 
Aboriginal children from their families over more man one generation. 
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Darug descendants who previously did not know each other, who are members 

of different communities and who, except for the 'natural fact' of their common 

ancestry may have shared few common experiences, found themselves bound 

together as The Darug People' by Kohen's genealogy. This had the effect of joining 

previously unrelated people in remarkably intimate ways. They are treated as one 

party in native title and other land claims by legal counsel. They are consulted jointly 

by state and local government, National Parks and Wildlife, the Roads and Transport 

Authority, property developers, and other state and private agents on issues 

concerning what is claimed as 'Darug' Land. They are joined together by state ancf 

local government and various other interested people for various 'cultural' projects. 

One such project has been the creation of a CD-ROM by a local council detailing 

some of the past and present cultural forms produced by Darug people, and the 

dedication of a native garden at Mount Tomah Botanical Gardens in the Blue 

Mountains west of Sydney to Darug. This joining together of people who previously 

did not know they could be understood as one group can be attributed to some taken

for-granted assumptions made by both White people and some Darug descendants 

themselves. 

Out of the Woodwork. 

While rules concerning eligibility for land claims under landrights legislation 

are somewhat different from those determining native title, the definition of 'Aboriginal' 

in the Aboriginal Land Rights (New South Wales) Act, 1986 is the same as it is for 

native title: it is both a genetic and social category. In New South Wales, Aboriginal 

Land Councils were instituted under the Aboriginal Land Rights (New South Wales) 

Act, 1986 so that Aboriginal peoples, who have been alienated from their traditional, 
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pre-contact countries, may gain access and benefits to land with which they now, have 

various kinds of connections and which can be realised through land claims. Under 

the Aboriginal Land Rights (New South Wales) Act 1986, these 'connections' do not 

need to pre-exist White settlement and may be related to histories of pastoral or 

industrial relationships with a particular tract of land or to long term settlement in a 

particular area. Land eligiblefor these kinds of land claims, often classified as Qrown 

Land or State Forest or some other kind of state administered public land32, can be 

converted to free-hold title and hence disposed of. Aboriginal Land Councils may 

represent Aboriginal Traditional Owners, who live in the area that the Council 

represents, and may lodge a claim under nativetitle on behalf of Aboriginal Traditional 

Owners. Under nativetitle, the claimants must prove that they remain connected tp a 

'body of traditions, observances, customs and beliefs of Aboriginals or of a community 

or group of Aboriginals whose traditions, observances, customs and beliefs are 

applied to particular persons, sites, areas of land, things or relationships'33 as 

demanded by the Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993. Land won under native trtfe 

is not disposable and its subsequent usage is highly circumscribed. Aboriginal Land 

Councils are legislated to be the representative bodies of Aboriginal peoples now 

living in a particular area. Members of Aboriginal Land Councils are elected. Land 

Councils administer land, administer proceeds from the disposal of (and and other 

resourcesfor the group of Aboriginal peoples they represent34. 

32 But can also, for example, be a public building of special significance to a particular 
Aboriginal group. 

13Aboriginal LandRights (NT) Act 1976. (Canberra: Government Printer, 30 th April 1992) 

34 In mis section I gloss huge issues to which this thesis cannot attend in any greater detail. 
These brief comments and descriptions should be taken as offering evidence of the extent of Darug 
descendants' lack of representation and their marginalisation. 
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What is particularly politically difficult is that incumbent members of Aboriginal 

Land Councils are not necessarily Aboriginal Traditional Owners of the area they 

represent.35 Especially in long colonised places like Sydney, people sitting on 

Aboriginal Land Councils may have either long term connections to the places and 

peoples theyrepresent or onlyrecent connections. Regional Aboriginal Land Councils 

which are supposed torepresent Darug descendants (and all Aboriginal peoples, in 

western Sydney) include the New South Wales Aboriginal Land Council, Sydney 

Metropolitan Land Council and Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council. However, 

none of these Aboriginal Land Councils have any Darug descendants sitting on Ijhejr 

boards. A number of Darug descendants have told me that members of both local 

Land Councils, i.e. Metro and Deerubbin, in fact deny their existence. Deerubbin 

Local Aboriginal Land Council, for example, recently won a land claim under the Land 

Rights Act (NSW) at Maroota in Sydney's north-west. The claim was not a native title 

claim and was not claimed as 'Darug Land', but as a place of on-going and continupus 

significance to Aboriginal people of the area. But, the land in question is claimed̂  by 

Darug descendants to be Traditional Darug Country' and is home to a vast number of 

pre-contact and early contact Darug art sites. After a particularly hostile exchange 

over the Land Council's alleged plans to develop the Maroota land, Uncle Frank, a 

senior Darug man, told me that 

p]hese Land Councils is all the same. Deerubbin, Metro. Theydont 
want to know about traditional owners 'cause they don't want to 
have to deaf with us. They don't want to have to share with us or 
put ourrights into the picture. They tell the gov'ment that 

35 This variesfrom place to place. For an example of a New South Wales Regional 
Aboriginal Land Council which appears to largely represent traditional owners (Wiradjuri) see 
Macdonald(2004). 
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we donl exist'n'that we just want a bit o'the pie. That bloody 
you know 'im. 'E's bin tellin' everyone that there's no such thing 
as Darug people, Danifl art or nothin'. I said a word or two about it to 
Mm out Maroota yesterdy, an' ya know what? 'E said it to me face! 
To mef Married to a Darug womanf Darug kids 'n' grandkids 'n' 'e 
has the cheek to tell me Darug don't exist! 

FNAW0801. 

Uncle Frank went on to tell me that the same representative of Deerubbin, 

Local Aboriginal Land Council told a hearing for a land claim in 2001 that Darug 

descendants have only recently 'come out of the woodwork' and that the only 

appropriate representative of Aboriginal people living in the Hawkesbury area is 

Deembbin Local Aboriginal Land Council. The Land Council's claim under the Land 

Rights Act to the Maroota land was subject to a far less stringent 'continuous 

connections' rule than the Commonwealth Native Title Act demands and was 

successful. 

In Darug native title claims, both the Metropolitan Aboriginal Land CounciJ and 

the Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Council, have joined as respondents to the 

applications. That is, the local Aboriginal Land Councils have joined with the state to 

oppose the claims. So far, there have been no successful Darug claims, although 

there has been one claim for a culturally significant site that was settled in a co

management agreement with a Local Government Council which excluded the 

involvement of Land Councils38. 

Clearly, in the cited contexts, the interests of the Sydney Metropolitan Land 

Council, the Deerubbin Local Aboriginal Land Coundl and Darug descendants 

This claim was originally a native tide claim. It was a term of the co-management 
agreement that all native title claims to the land in question be relinquished. 
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conflict37. The state recognises the Land Councils as representative of all Aboriginal 

peoples living on what is claimed as 'Oarug Land', but those same Land Councils 

evidently do not want to recognise the existence of Darug descendants. In the Qarug 

descendant case, the native title claims of Aboriginal Traditional Owners not only 

complicate land claims made by Land Councils, but also compete with them. 

How Various Dominant Discourses Define and Determine Urban Aboriginal 
Culture. 

As I discussed in the thesis Introduction, the dominant assumption that urban 

Aboriginal peoples have been so dispossessed of their traditional cultures that they 

are only able to represent their contemporary identities in modem forms, often 

'borrowed' from other Indigenous groups and the dominant society, results in judging 

these culturalforms 'inauthentic'. This thinking is prevalent in discourses concerning 

Aboriginal art, for example, where urban Aboriginal art is characterised as 

individualistic (as opposed to traditional colfectrvist), representing a politics of 

dispossession and cultural lack, and as being specifically without traditional religjous 

significance, see for example, Vivien Johnson (1990), Djon Mundine (2000) and Tqny 

Janke (1999). 

Historians consistently reproduce narratives of early dispossession of country 

and culture claiming that urban Aboriginal people who claim traditional ownership are 

invariably culturally bereft and sometimes even physically extinct. This historical 

tradition began as early as 1788 in Australia when Watkin Tench (1788/1996) 

reported the early decimation of Sydney Aboriginal peoples, and continues into the 

present with works by authors including Reynolds (1989,1998), Applin (1988), 

This is not always the case in allregions and in all circumstances. See Macdonald's 
(2004a, 2004b) argument for the viability and desirability of Regional Aboriginal Land Councils. 
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Broome (1996) and Goodall (1996). 

Linguists including Walsh (1993), Yallop (1993), Schmidt (1990), Eades (1993) 

and Troy (1990,1993) have recently become more sensitive to the importance of 

recognising various 'Aboriginal Englishes' as representative of distinctively Aboriginal 

world views, allowing for some recognition of the distinctiveness of urban Aboriginal 

language use. Linguists have also increasingly been involved in work related to the 

revival of Aboriginal languages including the pre-contact languages of some urban 

Aboriginal traditional owners. In Australia, these authors include Eades (1976), Capell 

(1970), Dixon (1976), Walsh and Yallop (1993), Wurm (1972), Yallop (1982) anc) Troy 

(1990,1993). 

As I mentioned previously, the only anthropological reference that directly 

concerns Darug descendants is that produced by Kenneth Maddock (2001) in his 

report on a land claim. Darug descendants claim traditional Aboriginal ownership of a 

large part of modem Sydney (see map 1). Maddock's report advises that, based op 

historical, linguistic and genealogical reports pertinent to 'The Darug People', and on 

his own textual research, those who currently claim Darug descent do not qualify 

under the Native We Act (NSW} 1994 as (and claimants. So, although Darug 

descendants qualify under the statutory definition of 'Aboriginal', and although their 

family trees demonstrate their descent from people who inhabited Sydney prior to 

British invasion, because they are urban Aboriginal people - understood fait accompli 

to be completely dispossessed of language, culture and tradition - they do not qualify 

for native title. 

Complicated Separations 

Darug land claims are always made on behalf of'The Darug People'which 
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does not include the vast majority of Darug descendants who do not identify as Darug, 

but does include both 'Tribal' and 'darug custodian' Darug descendants. In the yast 

majority of cases, these projects have resulted in competition, hostility and outright 

fighting among different groups of Darug descendants. The original Damg Link which 

was implemented and supported by Kohen, drew its members from interested people 

who were identified as Darug descendants by his genealogical research. That is, as 

newly identified Darug descendants were contacted by letters from Kohen, he invited 

them to join Danjg Link. Some accepted Kohen's offer and by the mid 1980s Darug 

Link's membership had grown to about sixty people (Kohen 2001:pers. comm). But by 

1986 it had developed two dominant factions and subsequently divided into two 

groups. One group of about thirty people, consisting of Darug descendant individuals 

and families were committed to an approach which furthered knowledge about their 

heritage in ways already established by Kohen, that is, through various kinds of 

research. The other group, largely consisting of members of one extended family 

were committed to processes of cultural 'revival/ with which they had begun to 

experiment when theyfirst identified as Darug by Kohen's genealogy. Each of the 

groups became a different Aboriginal Corporation in 1986. Thus, there are two 

'official' groups of Darug descendants, not counting the vast majority of the people 

Kohen has identified over twenty-five years as Darug descendants who do not choose 

to identify with any group of Darug and who take no part in any Darug activities. 

The Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation and itsrival organisation the, 

Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation registered within days of each other in 1986 under 

the Aboriginal Councils and Associations Act 1976. The Act was instituted as one of 

the recommendations of Justice Woodward of the Aboriginal Land Rights Commission 
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as part of the Whitlam Labor government's (1972-1975) reform of administration of 

Indigenous affairs. To attract recognition by the state, Aboriginal communities and 

groups must incorporate under the Act, limit membership to Aboriginal peoples and, 

their spouses, carry out activities nationally, and base their rules on Aboriginal 

customs and traditions (so long as the customs and traditions are not illegal38). These 

organisations represent important ways in which Aboriginal communities can at least 

gain some state acknowledgment, state recognition of groups is always a special 

problem in a liberal state which ultimately only recognises individual rights39. 

The registration of two different groups of Darug under the Act was the result of 

hostilities erupting at a meeting called to prepare the registration of a joint group, The 

group who were to become Darug Custodians walked out and registered their own 

group before Tribal people registered themselves, thereby increasing hostilities. 

The two organisations reflect the fact that Darug descendants have divided 

into two communities, ideologically opposed and distinct in constitution and collective 

practice. While it is theoretically possible for Darug descendants to belong to both 

groups simultaneously, this has only occurred once in my experience. Three Darug 

descendant siblings joined both organisations and attempted to participate in the 

different kinds of community life connected with the two organisations. It did not take 

long for suspicion from both communities concerning the siblings' motives to force 

them to choose between one group or the other. Questions about the siblings' 

38 See Belli Povinelli's (2001) compelling account of the hopeless double bind native title 
causes Aboriginal peoples who need to be able to prove 'on-going connection'to'traditions' 
performed in a primordial time before the polluting presence of'us\ and the illegal nature of the 
performance of many of those 'traditions' in the present such as ritual spearing as punishment for 
crimes for example. 

39 See Charles Taylor's (1996) analysis of relationships between multiculturalism, different 
kinds of 'grouprights' and types of liberalism. 
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wisdom in trying to belong to two such different groups were rife in the community in 

which I work. As Darug descendant Elder Uncle Ken insisted when I questioned, him 

about the possibility of the siblings' successful bridging of the Darug cultural gap,

1716/8 gotta make a choice. Youse cant bilong both mobs. 
Ya knows that yasetf Krissy. Remember what that other mob 
did taya? Wetold yadidnl we? 'An ya found out the hard way 
we was right. 

FNKP 2001:030801. 

The incident to which Uncle Ken refers occurred earfy in my fieldwork 

when I attempted to work with both groups of Darug descendants. Almost 

immediately it became clear that already existing boundaries between the groups did 

not allowforfieldwork with both. My already-established friendship with Alma was 

seen, by at least some Tribal people, to be evidence of an unacceptable partisanship, 

which might make my project biased toward a more sympathetic view of 'Her [Alma's] 

mob' than was acceptable to Tribal members. 

This was made very clear by a senior Tribal woman who had been involved in 

organising a conference at Macquarie University in April 2001. The woman in 

question, Aunty Lena, aformer school teacher, workedfor the New South Wales Art 

Gallery. Although the conference was supposed to be inclusive of all 'Aboriginal 

Sydney" peoples, and Alma had been invited to attend, Aunty Lena's response was 

hostile when Alma avoided the rest of the conference and only attended my paper. 

Aunty Lena confronted me somewhat belligerently, introducing me to my first serious 

experience of aggression between the groups when she said with an unsuccessful 

attempt to lower her voice: 

Look, you're treading on thin ice here Kristina. You're a trouble maker. 
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It looks like you're playing us off against each other. It looks like Alma 
is only here to see you. I don't think your research is possible. I don't 
think any Darug people will work with you if you stayfriends with Alma. 
You just cant be objective. I'm warning you nicely. 

FNAM042001. 

The trouble' that Aunty Lena claimed I 'made' came from my position at that 

time as 'go-between' Tribal and Custodians. There was a great deal of anxiety 

expressed by both Tribal members and Custodians that I be 'very careful' concerning 

information I might intentionally or unintentionally feed' from one group to the other. 

As I said, Aunty Alma was 'officially' invited to attend the conference, but I doubt that 

she was expected to accept because the conference was organised by Tribal 

members and their supporters. That she came to witness my presentation not only 

demonstrated her support for my project, but also was a way for her to keep the 

representations I made concerning 'darug custodians' under surveillance. This not 

only served to support the integrity of my research with Custodians to that point, but 

also demonstrated to Tribals that my pre-existing relationship with Custodians was 

more established than my relationship with them. Tribals apparently found my 

relationship with Custodians threatening, and rather than persevere in collaboratively 

developing a relationship with me became increasingly negative, evasive and 

sometimes hostile in response to my queries and proposals. All of my other 

experiences involving the two groups, some of which I describe in Chapters Rva arid 

Six, have also worked to reinforce my situation as a Custodian supporter and 

researcher rather than a bipartisan researcher. 

I remind the reader that there are two main differences between Tribals and 

Custodians. Thefirst is behavioural. Unlike Custodians, Tribals eschew any attempt 

to dramatically assert claimed identity in the performance of a (re)invented Darug 
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cultural tradition. They do not publicly sing, dance or make speeches in an Aboriginal 

language. The second is that most Tribal members are Damg descendants who, are 

not all members of the same family whereas Darug descendant Custodians are a 

minority in their community and are doseiyrelated to each other. I present a 

description of the two groups below. 

Darug Tribal: 

Ironically, the sociological characteristic that most distinguishes Tribal members 

from Custodians is that most Tribal members are Darug descendants. This, of 

course, is the only characteristic that links Tribals to Custodians. The difference, 

between Tribal Darug descendants and Custodian Darug descendants is that TrjbaJ 

Darug descendants are not all doseiyrelated to each other. Because there are many 

more Tribal Darug descendants than Custodian Darug descendants, they come from 

different families, many of which are not related. 

As I have said, the antagonistic Tribal-Custodian socialrelations have 

prevented me from conductingfieldwork with both groups. I do not know anything 

about the detailed running of the Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation. My only 

knowledge concerning Tribal members comes from infrequent contact with some 

members at meetings concerning land claims, archaeological digs and protests. I do 

know from conversations with Jim Kohen, however, that many of the 'core group' of 

'Sydney Aboriginal people' who originally contacted him to conduct his genealogical 

research became Tribal members. That is, at feast some Tribal members are, or are 

the off-spring of Sydney Aboriginal people who were a self-conscious group befqre 

Kohen conducted his research. 

I also know from informally meeting some of these people, that they live in the 
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'same' areas of western Sydney as Custodians. That is, they live in the Bfacktownf 

Penrith/Blue Mountains area. Kohen (1993) and Brook (1994) provide some historical 

detail concerning many living people's forebears and their lives in Sydney's western 

suburbs and on the Hawkesbury reserve and mission which operated between 1889

1946. This historical information reveals that at least some Tribal members come 

from a long history of marginalisation as Aboriginal people in western Sydney. 

The Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation has grown in number from its original 

thirty or so members to 'about three hundred' if what I have been told by some current 

Tribal members is correct. The three hundred members include associate members, 

so it can be said that from the original thirty Darug descendants the Tribal group has 

grown to include about one hundred and fifty Darug descendants over twenty years. 

Jim Kohen is currently the organisation's Public Officer. As I have said, Kohen, in 

association with some key Tribal members and other White academic supporters, has 

been instrumental in preparing a number of land claims for The Darug People'. 

Although prepared in the name of all 'Darug People', these land claims in fact 

rely on Kohen's own genealogical research, his and others' archaeological evidence, 

historical documents, linguistic evidence and the anecdotal testimony of some Tribal 

members concerning cultural memory and on-going practices. Memories may 

include eye-witness accounts of the performance of ceremony, speaking of language, 

and maintenance of sacred sites. On-going Tribal practices are limited, however, tp 

the use of occasional words and expressions in Darug language, knowledge of 

family connections, and technical knowledge such as traditional cooking methods 

(Kohen 2003:pers.comm). In other words, Tribal cultural practices carefully corrrpfy 

with the dominant academic and legal discourses I have outlined above, which cfairn 
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that urban Aboriginal traditional culture is extinct and that contemporary culture 

consists of memories, participation in research, and other modem forms which reflect 

long-term contact with the dominant culture. 

in particular, Tribal people do not paint traditional Darug art. In fact, I have 

been told by Tribal leaders that there is no such thing as Darug art. Tribal people do 

not speak any version of a 'Darug Language', although they participate in the work of 

linguists reviving Darug language from White documentary sources. The only 

ceremony Tribal people conduct is Welcome to Countr/0, where theyritually claim 

traditional Aboriginal ownership of (and. That is, by making a formal speech of 

'Welcome' onto a specific tract of land, Indigenous traditional owners make a ritual 

rather than legal claim to that land. I say more about this in Chapter Seven. 

Tribal people do not conduct any Aboriginal religious ceremonies and do not, to my 

knowledge, participate in any Aboriginal cult. 

The mainforms of collective practice observable in the Tribal community are 

related to maintaining their profile as Darug descendants and traditional Aboriginal 

owners. They attend many of the same meetings with Commonwealth, State and 

local government representatives that Custodians attend concerning Darug interests, 

rights, responsibilities and involvement in various government projects. Often, 

representatives of local Land Councils are also present at these meetings. This 

means that there is frequently great competition between Tribals, Custodians and 

Land Councilsfor the attention of government bodies who hold these meetings with 

the intention of treating all three groups equally. 

40 I offer an account of WelcometoCountry in Chapter Seven where it can be seen 
that Tribal Welcome to Country ceremonies are significantly differentfrom Custodian 
ceremonies. 
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What tends to happen is that each group, Tribal, Custodian and Land Council, 

have their own 'pet' departments in government and other organisations where 

relationships have developed over time with certain individuals who privilege one 

group over the others. Tribal, for example, will be asked to provide Welcome to 

Countryfor certain events with a particular local coundl year after year. This happens 

with a different coundl for different events with Custodians. This means that Tribal 

members do not usually meet Custodian members or Land Coundl members at 

events where they conduct Welcome. 

But there are other situations where Tribal and Custodian members meet 

They both partidpate in the same archaeological digs by providing manual labour tp 

archaeologists and by providing representatives to perform 'site inspections' where 

land for proposed development is surveyed for significant Aboriginal artifacts. High 

levels of competition are maintained in these situations where Tribal representatives 

vie for the attention and recognition of archaeologists above Custodian 

representatives and vice versa. 

Tribal members and Custodian members also meet in situations where a 

combined front' of Darug descendants may empower them in a contest with the 

government or some other power broker of the dominant society (cf. Sicter 1986 in a 

Lumbee context}. This has happened m the hearings of (and claims and joint 

management proposals and also in organised protests such as one organised tq 

prevent the construction of the M2 freeway in Sydney's north west which, it is dairned, 

runs through significant pre-contact Darug sites. But even in such situations Tribals 

and Custodians still represent themselves as separate groups and always compete 

with each other to impress a third party as to the greater 'authenticity of one group 
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over the other. This is done in various ways as I explain below. In all situations in 

which Tribal and Custodian members meet there are a number of common features: 

1. There is always a third party which represents the dominant Australian society. 

2.	 There is always competition between Tribal and Custodian members for greater 

recognition of one group over the other by the third party. 

3.	 Tribal members and Custodian members always set up symbolic separations 

between themselves. At archaeological digs, for example, there is always a 

spacial separation between the Tribal 'camp' and the Custodian 'camp'. At 

meetings Tribal members will sit at the opposite side of the table from 

Custodians. Darug demand that legal counsel at court hearings provide 

separate sets of documents to each group. 

4.	 Tribal members and Custodian members always make representations which, 

demonstrate their different cultural practices. Tribafs, for example, will of̂ en 

assert their research as evidence of their 'authenticity'. Custodians may refer 

to an art exhibition or a Welcome to Country ceremony. 

As well as the meetings and other work involved in maintaining their public 

profile, Tribal people engage in projects involving the researching of genealogies and 

family histories, and participation in the projects of academics which may shed light on 

prehistoric Darug culture. These activities are all related to substantiating and 

supporting land claims. 

Like the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, the Darug Tribal Aboriginal 

Corporation limits full membership to Darug descendants only. The wider 

community associated with the Tribal group are predominantly spouses and Whjte 

academic supporters and are often non-Aboriginal. These people are eligible to be 
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associate members of the Tribal organisation. While non-Darug descendant Tribal 

people may participate in researching pre-histonc Darug culture, they are excluded 

from any activity which could negatively impact on a native title claim. Thus they are 

excluded from most Tribal public representations. 

Clearly, Darug Tribal deserves much more attention than I am able to provide 

in my thesis. The sociological details of the community's constitution, the details, of 

the organisation of the Corporation, details concerningrelations between the 

community and the dominant society are all areas for future research. Unfortunately, 

because of my close association with Custodians suchresearch cannot be 

undertaken by me. Conductingresearch with Tribals would severely damage my 

relationships in Custodian society because, to some extent, I am a member (albeit an 

attenuated member) of the 'darug custodian' community. As I explained in Chapter 

One, and elaborate in Chapter Three, it is only as a community member that one can 

participate as a 'darug custodian' because the community only exists as an outcome 

of the collective practice of its members. These were the only terms on which I could 

conductresearch at all. But Custodians do not attend Tribal meetings or participate in 

Tribal 'business' making my ability to also work with Tribal, from a Custodian point pf 

view, impossible. Also, because I have already conductedresearch with Custodians 

and because I have close personal friends who are Custodians I am identified by 

Tribals as a Custodian supporter. I have already experienced the kinds of treatment 

that such an identity evokes from Tribals including non response to requests to 

conductresearch, being shunned at functions and meetings, and having my name 

besmirched to my peers. As far as Tribals are concerned, rightly or wrongly, I am 

persona non grata and my ability to gain information concerning their community has 
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been effectively quashed. 

Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation: 

As I explained, the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation was incorporated 

shortly before the Darug Tribal Aboriginal Corporation. From the original number; of 

about thirty Darug descendants who 'split' from Darug Link the number of Darug 

descendants has not changed significantly in twenty years. This is largely because 

most Darug descendants who are members of Darug Custodian Aboriginal 

Corporation are also members of one extended family. Most of the thirty Darug 

descendant members are closely related. They are the original people who spirt from 

Darug Link, and those people's children and grand-children. Over the twenty years 

since the formation of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation family members 

have passed away and others have grown into aduft members of the organisation so 

numbers have not changed significantly since 1986. But, due to the deaths of older 

members there are, in fact, only six original Darug descendant Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation members who have survived since 1986, my main informant, 

Alma, being one of them. 

Darug descendants and their spouses are the most long-term members and 

the most regular participants at monthly meetings. Associate members make up the 

largest part of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation and include spouses, 

friends and supporters who bring the total membership to about one hundred and fjfty. 

Of these associate members about fifteen are spouses of Darug descendants, vyhq 

are all either White settlers or immigrants, most notably Maori. 

The vast majority of associate members, however, are Aboriginal peoples frpm 

other parts of New South Wales and Australia who now five on what is claimed t>y 
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Darug descendants as Darug land. As well as 'official' financial members of the 

Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation there are also about fifty people who are 

'unfinancial', people who attend more than five community events or meetings of the 

Corporation per year, but who have not paid their $AUD5 per annum membership 

fees, so cannot be registered as 'official' members. 

All of the non-Darug Aboriginal members of the community now live in the 

Mount Druitt-Penrith area of Sydney. Many came to live in Sydney during the 1^60s 

when the New South Wales Government terminated the Aboriginal mission and 

reserve policy closing many (but not all) of the so-called missions. People who had 

lived for generations on missions found themselves suddenly forced to operate as 

independent communities or to live infringe communities on the edges of the White 

towns near the defunct missions. The response of many was to try their luck at 

finding work for themselves and education for their children in Sydney (or another 

large city). Some people already had family contacts in Sydney and places like 

Redfem and Waterloo became renowned as 'Aboriginal places' where newcomers 

would be cared for while they found their feet', a crucial support for people who had 

lived in small, close-knit communities. 

Mount Druitt and other outer western suburbs were less well known as 

'Aboriginal places', but recent 'social problems' have highlighted the significant 

Aboriginal population now in these areas. Many of the non-Darug Aboriginal people 

who have become 'darug custodians' made contact with the community through the 

Holy Family Catholic Centre at Laverton. Holy Family has, for many years, provided 

welfare and other social programs for local Indigenous peoples. As well as the 

provision of essential financial support to needy families, Holy Family provides an 
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Aboriginal art centre called the Sunn/741 Centre where local Aboriginal artists meet 

weekly to produce works tor sale. It employs a number of local Aboriginal people to 

liaise with people in need, ft also provides space, food and a free weekly bus sqrvjce 

so that local Aboriginal people can meet socially at the centre. As well as all this, Holy 

Family provides performance space for plays, dance and ceremonies. 

In 1998 Alma and her sisters were invited to Holy Family to perform Welcome 

to Country and were introduced as traditional Aboriginal owners of the land where 

Holy Family stands. On that occasion, a number of Aboriginal people approached the 

Darug women, expressed their strong emotions at being 'welcomed' onto Darug land 

by traditional owners and established an on-going relationship by inviting them to a 

number of functions to be held at Holy Family. I have since witnessed many 

Aboriginal peoples' responses to WelcometoCountry by Darug descendants as 

highly emotionally charged - especially for those who now live on Darug land. It 

seems that there is something profoundly comforting for many Aboriginal people in 

having their presence recognised by traditional owners. This sense of comfort wheji 

living on 'someone else's land' seems to be increased when people join the Darug 

Custodian Aboriginal Corporation as Fran, a Burijalung woman now living at Mount 

Druitt explained: 

Sydney can be a cokf place for Aboriginal people. 
If s a cold, hard place. Th' traditional owners warm it up 
a ML Bein'members of th'organisation, by helpin'Darug 
people look after their land it doesnt stop us from bein' 
ourselves. Doesn't take away our identity. I'm still a Bunjafung 
woman. Jest means we've got a warm place'ere. 

VDO Lapar. 02. 

41A Darug word meaning 'sun'. 
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Since thatfirst 'Welcome' some Aboriginal peoples who are or have been 

associated with Holy Family have also become associated with the Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation. Some have been long-term members and attend meetings 

occasionally (once or twice a year). Others, although registered as members, never 

attend meetings. There is, however, a 'core' group of about twelve non-Darug 

Aboriginal people who are long-term members (although some are unfinancial) and 

regularly attend meetings (more than six per year). 

I myself have been an associate member for six years and I am currently Public 

Officer. It is my role to receive correspondence, interpret that correspondence and 

explain its contents to full meetings of the organisation. Much of the conrespondence 

addressed to the organisation is from government agencies (including federal, state 

and local representatives, schools, police, art galleries, museums and botanical 

gardens), private businesses, art dealers and local clubs which want to involve the 

community in certain projects such as providing art works, Darug language names to 

projects or buildings as well as WelcometoCountry ceremonies. It is not my role to 

advise meetings as to what to do in response to requests from correspondents, but 

clearly, when interpreting the intent of these letters, phone calls and e-mails my own 

judgments will often have some influence. The issues are discussed by all those 

attending the meeting, however, and I am often asked further questions concerning 

details of the correspondence before decisions are made by members. I am then 

asked to draft replies to the correspondence which are then read to community 

leaders for their approval and either given back to me for amendment or sent by the 

secretary of the organisation who is a full member. 

As well as correspondence, issues are often raised by members at meetings 
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which might involve, for example, a perceived misrepresentation of the community or 

an item involving the community in a newspaper, an advertisement or a government 

announcement. On a number of occasions members of the community have 

complained that senior Oarug descendants have not been adequately acknowledged 

by government representatives at official functions. If directed by the committee, it is 

my job to write a letter to the newspaper, government body or other organisation on 

behalf of the community explaining the views of community members (see examples 

in appendix). 

An example of this was when, at the opening night of a high profile art 

exhibition at Government House in Macquarie Street, Sydney, a non-Darug woman 

was invited to perform Welcome to Country in Alma's presence. I was also present 

and was surprised that many high profile Aboriginal people from other places were 

acknowledged but not Alma. I was approached by a number of people on the night 

who were outraged, including Alma, but she cautioned me to say and do nothing until 

after the next meeting of the organisation. At the meeting, members debated what the 

most appropriate response to the organisers of the event should be, and it was 

decided that I should compose a letter. The main points to be included in the letter 

were dictated to me at the meeting and thefinal draft was approved and sent by the 

committee. So, although I mediate, to some extent, between the community anaj 

interested parties outside the group, I am not autonomous in that role. I act very 

much under the direction of the committee. 

I also edit the community newsletter. Like my role as Public Officer this iŝ  not 

an autonomous undertaking. I am sent complete articles and information to compose 

into articles by e-mail, telephone and letter by community members, ft is not my job to 
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collect information directly, but to edit the material I am sent and to translate' it fjpm 

Aboriginal English into standard English. This, of course, is never a straight forward, 

uncomplicated task. There is never a direct or 'objective' way for me to translate' the 

information sent to me. Aboriginal English is not always easily translated into 

standard English because some words and sentiments simply do not directly 

translate. As well as this, sometimes the sender conflates the information for the 

newsletter with personal information for me and I need to use my own judgment to 

separate what is newsfor 'everyone' and what was meant for me. Clearly, my own 

ideas and sentiments must necessarily be included in the newsletter articles to some 

extent (see appendixfor an example of a newsletter and some of the material used, to 

compose it). 

Although 'darug custodians' are interested in academic research which shecis 

light on their cultural history, and enthusiastically participate in archaeological digs and 

other projects, they are far more concerned with the traditional'forms that their 

culture now takes. Custodians perform religious ceremonies with increasing 

frequency. They paint and tell 'stories' related to their dominant religious cult, the cult 

of Baiame42. They make public speeches in a version of their own 'language143. In 

other words, regardless of the consequences of native title claims (which are 

inevitably also Tribal claims), or of the criticism and evenridicule and hostility that 

such behaviour attracts from Tribal members, academics, lawyers and 'others' 

generally, Custodians will not relinquish what they now call their culture. 

42 Baiame is a primary ancestorfigure and his cult is practised by many Aboriginal 
communraesmfesoum^astofmecontment. I present some details ofthe cult as practised by 
'darug custodians' in Chapter Eight 

43 This 'language', as I describe in Chapter Seven, is more properly understood as ritual vocal 
action rather than an understandable language. 
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Another extremely problematic difference between Custodians and Tribals is 

that non-Darug members - including non-Aboriginal members - of the wider community 

participate, to some extent, in many of the Custodian traditional'Aboriginal practices. 

There are some activities which restrict full public participation to Darug descendants 

in order to maintain 'authenticity'. But all performances include at least some 

involvement of non-Darug community members if only in the preparations. This has 

the effect of maintaining if not a hierarchy, then particular kinds of boundaries 

between Darug and non-Darug community members by determining the extent of their 

participation in collective practices - especially those relating to Aboriginal traditions. 

While non-Darug community members participate in dancing, public speaking in a 

version of an Aboriginal 'language' and in art production, they never fully participate. 

This has the effect of guarding the 'authenticity' of representations that are presented 

as Darug. But, as I explain further in Chapter Three, it also has the effect of creating 

a system of ranking. With reference to the production of art, for example, during my 

fiekfwork, non-Darug Aboriginal people and even non-Aboriginal community members 

participated in collecting materials for the production of art works and engaged in 

telling and listening to the stories related to particular objects, people and places. 

They also engaged in the sale and marketing of the works. Although some non-Darug 

community members, including Aboriginal non-Darug people paint and make artifacts 

their works are never sold as Darug works, even though they are often produced in 

exactly the same way, using the same materials, employing similar styles and within 

the same social milieu. My description of funeralrites in Chapter Eight shows 1 

non-Darug community members can be included in 'private*44 ceremony as full 

A ceremony prepared for community members as opposed to those specifically prepared for 
White audiences. 
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participants, some with more authority than younger, less knowledgeable Darug 

people. This has the (rather ironic) impact of making sympathetic associate members 

of tiie community 'other' to Darug descendants. Their status helps to maintain a 

sense of boundary separating the status of Darug descendants from others. I say 

more about this in Chapter Three. 

Boundaries between Darug and non-Darug community members' participation 

in collective practices are more likely to matter when the judgment of'outsiders' is an 

issue. Two inter-related boundaries are then affirmed. Firstly, the boundary between 

Darug and non-Darug and the boundary between public and private. Within the 

community, in private, the boundary between Darug and non-Darug is not always 

pronounced in the ways in which it is outside the community. White and non-Darug 

Aboriginal 'darug custodians' often fully participate in ceremony, can dance, can paint, 

cantell stories. In public, the boundary between Darug and non-Darug is much more 

rigidly enforced. Non-Darug 'darug custodians' never fully participate as community 

members in public. This is a boundary between public and private domains, which 

community members seem to impose on themselves for political rather than cultural 

reasons. A propos outsiders, these boundaries are imposed to protect the 

'authenticity' of Darug descendants and their claims. It seems that both Darug and 

non-Darug community members, at this moment in their emergence as a collective, 

are concerned to assert, maintain andreproduce narratives concerning the 

'authenticity' of Darug descendant community members. This is done by making 

Darug descendants a privileged category within the group and has the effect of 

creating a status system. 

'darug custodians' 
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This chapter provides a history of the conditions which precipitated the 

'ethnogenesis' of Darug descendants. It also examines the ways that Darug 

descendants have divided into different social and cultural groups since their 

emergence. I argue that it is on the 'ethnogenesis' of Darug descendants that the 

identity of 'darug custodians' depends, but they are not solely Darug descendants. 

Non Darug descendant 'darug custodians' engage in relationships with Darug 

descendants which recognise Darug descendants as 'people of the land': those 

descended from the ancestral spirits of the land, ft is through this relationship that 

non Darug descendants can themselves become 'of Darug land. 

'darug custodians' are both part of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, 

but different from it. Although members of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal 

Corporation engage in traditional cultural activities46, which are not the kinds of 

prescribed behaviour that the state and various dominant discourses generally expect 

of urban Aboriginal peoples, they do comply with state rules concerning the 

constitution and administration of the Corporation. In this they do toe the state Ifpe. 

But, as I explain in Chapter Three, it is a different matter for the wider community 

connected with the Corporation. They do not comply with all of its rules and they do 

not define themselves solely in terms demanded by the Corporation. 

45 The expectations of die state, of White people, is a complex and changing state of affairs 
precisely because as I discuss in Chapters Six and Seven 'darug custodians' are asked to do dances, 
make speeches and participate in state occasions as representatives o  f traditional Aboriginality'. That 
is, they are expected to have language, culture and tradition, not just lack, loss, nothing. 
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Chapter Three 


Community 

'And the moral of that is - 'Be what you would seemtobe'-or, If you'd 
like it put mora simply - 'Never imagine yourself not to be otherwise than 
what it might appear to others that you were or might have been was 
not otherwise than what you had been would have appeared to them 
to be otherwise.' 

Lewis Carroll (1968:99) 

In this chapter I tease out the distinctive ways in which the 'darug custodian' 

community is constituted and the unusual ways in which 'darug custodians' are bound. 

Recognition of the 'darug custodian' community requires rejecting the more 

conventional idea of 'community' as static, immutably bounded and singular. It is 

necessary to think about the multiple forms that 'communities' can take in one 

person's life, ft is also necessary to recognise the ways in which community is not 

truly an entity, is not fixed in time, place or constitution, although it is none-the-less 

experienced as such by those participating in its social world (Gupta and Ferguson 

1987, Clifford 1988, Bhaba 1989). I do not understand myself, for example, as a, 

member of one, homogeneous, unchanging 'Australian community'. My associations 

are flexible and fluid, I identify with innumerable communities of peoples in a wide 

range of contexts. My associations with some 'communities' are mutually exclusive to 

my membership with others. For example, at some level, I identify as a colleague at 

the University where I teach and study. This association is not something that I 

advertise when I engage in the uncomplicated pleasures of supporting my son's local 

football team. Here, I want to be identified as 'one of the mums' and engage in 

relationships based on our brief encounters as a community with the narrow focus pf 
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watching our sons enjoy their sport and the shared meanings arising from this activity. 

It is not the place for discussing the socially controversial details of my work, ancf I am 

sure that my work colleagues would be generally less than excited by a detailed 

account of the weekend's game. This example of multiple 'communities' includes 

complicated symbolic systems of shared meanings, knowledges and practices. 

Strategies used by the 'darug custodian' community can also be understood in 

theterms that Benedict Anderson (1991) made famous. These strategies include the 

ability of 'darug custodians', who are an otherwise disparate people who do not live in 

geographic proximity to each other, to imagine themselves to be bound in particular 

ways, and to imagine their fellow 'darug custodians' to be leading 'darug custodian' 

lives in simultaneous time. According to Benedict Anderson (1991:6): 

In fact, all communities larger than primordial villages of face-to-face 
contact (ami perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are to 
be distinguished, not by their falsity/genuineness, but by the style in 
which they are imagined. 

The ways in which a given community is imagined however, depends on how 

the imaginary is represented and communicated. Anderson describes the uses of 

various kinds of texts as media between people within a nation state as both an 

expression and a material connection between the constituents of an 'imagined 

community'. He also argues that texts, such as novels and newspapers in modem 

Western nations are not only media as communication, but are also media as 

commodities which support the primacy of capitalism in these states. Anderson's 

(1991) argument is convincing as a theory of community especially at the macro level, 

but also tor thinking about the ways in which 'darug custodians' 'stay in touch' throggh 

meetings, newsletters and e-mail. 
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Arjun Appadurai (2002) insists that the modern world needs new ways to 

theorise what is a 'strikingly new' interactive system. The power of print capitalism in 

Anderson's terms was only the beginning of the kinds of new technologies - the speed 

of travel, mobile telephones, e-mail - which now allow for an unprecedented freedom 

from face-to-face communication between people who may be imagined in various 

ways to be related. Appadurai (2002:49) wants to bring together the old Frankfurt 

School idea of images (especially mechanically reproduced images), Anderson's 

imagined community, and the Durkneimian concept of imaginaire as a constructed 

landscape of hopes and desires, and represent these imaginaries through modern 

media. 

Appadurai's and Anderson's understanding of community as primarily 

imaginary is important for my purposes, but it must be also be remembered that 

community is not only 'imagined', but grounded in enacted social relations among 

people in the flesh'. The extent to which community is imagined is thus variable, and 

this variation influences the nature of the 'imaginary' process. Many 'darug custodian' 

articulations of group identity are performative and representational and Anderson's 

and Appadurai's conceptualisations of community disrupt ideas of connectedness 

needing to be based on genetic, 'racial', geographic or 'natural' reiatedness. Yet, as I 

said in Chapter Two, it must also be recognised that 'darug custodians' actually do 

understand a fundamental element of their connectedness to be genetic, at least as 

far as all members' relationships with Darug descendants are concerned. That is, 

Darug descendants livingtodaymust be able to prove their genetic reiatedness to 

Aboriginal people who lived in what is now called Sydney before 1788. This is the 

fundamental basis of their claim to being Darug. Non-Darug descendant members do 
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not need to be genetically related either to each other or to Darug descendants, but 

they must be socially related to Darug descendants and each other - they must 

recognise the traditional Aboriginal ownership of darug descendants and participate 

as members of the 'darug custodian' community - to count as 'darug custodians', 

Different Kinds of 'darug custodians' 

The next section of the thesis depicts and analyses the constitution of the 

'darug custodian' community. But, unless I resort to some rather artificial ways of 

segmenting community members into 'groups' this will be an impossible task. I think it 

is misleading to separate 'darug custodians' into three groups because the peopfe 

who constitute each group are quite different from each other. However, by 'putting' 

people into 'categories', it is possible to present the reader with a sense of the kinds 

of people who have become 'darug custodians' and the social conditions which have 

shaped those people. Analysis of their social formation does shed light on processes 

which might have strengthened people's motivations to become 'darug custodians' in 

the first place as well as their on-going commitment to the community, 'darug 

custodians' themselves may not always 'group' members in these sorts of terms at all, 

although they may sometimes. In other words, the reader should bear in mind that 

although there are some quite striking similarities there are some equally striking 

differences within the 'categories' I present. These 'groups' are 1. Darug 

descendants, 2. spouses of Darug descendants, and 3. associate members who are 

not spouses of Darug descendants. The people within the last 'category' are perhaps 

most problematically grouped together. This group comprises White middle dass 

supporters who are not, in some important ways, malty community members at all as I 

describe in more detail below; Maori extended family members of Darug spouses, 
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including children from previous Maori marriages; and non-Darug Aboriginal peoples 

originally from places other than Sydney. Some of these people are not 'financial' 

members of the Corporation, but attend more than five community events and/015 

meetings of the Corporation per year. All of thefigures I present are approximate, 

and subject to constant change as people move into and out of the community. In 

order to make my analysis clearer for the reader I have further 'sub-divided' this last 

'category' into groups which /think may have more in common than others. That is, I 

have distinguished White middle class associate members who are not Darug 

spouses, Maori who are not Darug spouses and non-Darug Aboriginal associate, 

members who are not Darug spouses. Arguably, of these 'sub-categories', it is non-

Darug Aboriginal associate members who are not Darug spouses who have least in 

common with each other. Many people in this category have come to Sydney from 

country towns in New South Wales to seek employment and education within the last 

thirty years, others have recently comefrom remote areas including Amhem Land and 

Far North Queensland, while still others have lived in the Mount Drurtt-Penrith area for 

generations. 

Darug descendants 

There are about thirty adult Darug descendant members of the 'darug 

custodian' community. Most are closely related to each other as members of the 

same extended family. The oldest living generation of the dominant family group were 

among those who splitfromDarug Link. As well as this original family, there are 

Darug descendant individuals who are community members who originally either split 

from Darug Link or are descendedfrom some of those who did. 

Occasionally other Darug descendants who have been informed of their 
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descent by Kohen come to meetings and gatherings. In my experience, however, 

these people have not usually participated as long-term community members. Few 

newly identified Darug descendants become community members. This could be due 

to the enormous time commitment that is required of members as I explain further 

below. It could also have something to do with the 'closed shop' atmosphere that is 

created when one or two extended family groups dominate an organisation and a 

community. Some have also left the community because of the many frustrations that 

arise from negotiating their identity in contentious conditions where conflict often 

arises between members concerning the 'proper' (most appropriate and/or 'traditional') 

way to conduct cultural practices and the most appropriate participants in those 

practices as I explain later in this chapter. However, the 'darug custodian' Darug 

descendant population has remained fairly stable numerically over the last twenty-five 

years because Darug have tended to have large families which have so far been able 

to replace those who have passed away, moved away from Darug land or left the 

community for whatever reason. 

Most Darug descendant members of the community are either retired, 

unemployed or work for, or on behalf of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation. 

There are some who are qualified teachers or have some other professional 

qualification, but at present, even these people have chosen to work part-time or, not 

at all so that they can contribute to the significant amount of work required to be 

darug custodian'. Being 'darug custodian' requires attending meetings, not just of ttie 

Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, but local government state government, 

federal government, meetings concerning land claims and meetings with various 

committees concerning the planning and organisation of events to which 'darug 

custodians' may contribute. It also requires attendance at events organised by others 
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and those organised by the community for the community. It means contributing to 

these events by performing certain aspects of ceremony including speech making, 

producing paintings for art exhibitions, and performing dance. At this stage of the 

community's development it requires a considerable time and energy commitment to 

be a fully contributing member. In other words, being a Darug descendant 'darug 

custodian' is a vocation as well as an identity. 

As well as the work required to be a 'darug custodian', the Corporation, as I 

mentioned in Chapter Two, sub-contracts members and associate members as iabpur 

on archaeological digs and to conduct surveys on the significance of land under 

proposal by private developers and government for development. This work, although 

well paid, is not reliable. Digs may last some months, sometimes two or three ar,e 

happening at the same time, and then again, there may be no digs at all for a nurriiper 

of months. People who have no alternative employment consequently need to rely on 

government welfare from time to time. 

This unreliability of work also results in an unreliability of workers. It is mostly 

younger members and associate members who take advantage of the work provided 

by digs as it is hard physical labour often beyond the capabilities of older or infirm 

people. These young people often have children and other financial responsibilities 

and need to resort to other forms of income if digs become irregular, and so they are 

often unavailable when digs do begin again. 

That the Corporation can provide employment for members is vital both for the 

sustainabilrty of the Corporation and for the members concerned. Indeed, some 

associate members have told me that they originally joined the Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation because of the employment it offers. Sam, the son of the 

Maori spouse of a Darug descendant from a previous relationship explained: 
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If it wasnl for the organisation I'd be back in gaol. 
No-one else'd give me a job. Couldn't get a job 
before I went to gaol. Maybe that's why I was in there 
in the first place eh? No, I joined up just so I could 
work. I dldnl promise anything else. 

FNCR0903 

I asked if he fert comfortable belonging to an Aboriginal organisation and being 

employed by archaeologists who assumed that workers were Aboriginal. 

I've got no worries because Darug people haven't 
got any worries. They're happy to have m'help. I turn up 
everyday. I work hard. They have trouble getting people 
to turn up and work hard. It worksfor us both. 

FNCR0903. 

So as well as attracting new members, the provision of employment is a vital 

community service. Most people who work on the digs are otherwise unemployed and 

some find employment outside the community difficult because of personal histories 

which include imprisonment substance dependancy, mental illness and some other 

conditions. 

The Corporation also acts as a contact for government departments, agencies, 

schools or private organisations that want to employ Aboriginal dancers. The dance 

troupe Bunda Bunya Miumba" which is constituted by community members is 

regularly contracted through the Corporation. The Corporation also acts in this way 

for those requesting Welcome to Country47 ceremonies, and this makes it the hub of 

the community providing culturally appropriate employment and support for members. 

Because the 'darug custodian' community is small and is not serf-sustaining, 

461 say more about Bunda Bunya Miumba in Chapter Six. 


471 explain the significance of Welcome to Country in Chapter Seven. 
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Darug descendant members, like all its members, must also belong and contribute to 

various other, 'non-darug custodian' communities which are part of the wider 

Australian society. These include school as parents or students, sporting 

communities, the neighbourhood community in which they live and various other 

White dominated communities. They shop in suburban supermarkets,ride local 

buses and trains, drink in local bars and clubs, and play sport in teams of 

predominantly non-Aboriginal players. In many of these communities Darug 

descendants experience discrimination. In some of them, for example, school 

communities, Darug descendants are sometimes marked out (even if positively by 

giving them extra services) as Aboriginal and this often has the effect of marginalising 

them from the dominant group48. As well as often being identified by White 

communities as Aboriginalfor the purposes of benefits, Darug descendants are proud 

of their Indigenous status and often identify themselves as Aboriginal. Even if such 

identification results in negative discrimination and in alienation from their work and, in 

social dealings with the dominant society as it often does, Darug descendants are 

very vocal and teach their children to be vocal in declaring their Aboriginalrty. This is 

despite the fact that many Darug descendants do not look Aboriginal and could 'pass' 

as White. 

The kinds of discrimination Darug descendants face, consequently, more often 

depend on what they say and how they behave than on how they look. One of Alma's 

grand-daughters explained that the reason she was in fights at school was because 

school mates refused to equate her 'white' looks with her Aboriginalrty: 

481 present some specific examples of mis in Chapter Four. 
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I don'care what they think of me. But If they say I'm a liar 
'bout bein' Aboriginal I'll biff 'em. After what Nan went fru [through], 
an'all our people went fru... not betn'able to say they was 
Aboriginal. I'm standin' up 'n' tellin' everyone I'm Darug. 

KM0504. 

Some Darug descendant 'darug custodians' try to operate in non-Darug 

Aboriginal communities as well as White communities. Some such Aboriginal 

communities recognise Oarug descendant 'darug custodians' as traditional Aboriginal 

owners and accord them the respect that living on Darug land often elicits from 

Aboriginal peoples from other places. Others, who are embroiled in intra-Darug 

politics, may only recognise Tribal members as traditional Aboriginal owners and snub 

Custodians. The Aboriginal art community in Sydney, however, largely shuns Darug 

descendant art as 'inauthentic' making it necessary for Darug descendant 'darug 

custodian' artists to exhibit independently of other Aboriginal artists. These conflicts 

are very complex and interesting and warrant future research. 

As well as adult Darug descendants there are about thirty Darug descendant 

children from babies to adolescents who regularly participate in community life. 

Although these children are ineligible to be members of the Corporation until they turn 

eighteen, meetings of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation are often used as 

opportunities to teach skills, language and protocol to them and adults new to the 

community. This is done before and after meetings when tea is served and people 

break up into informal groups. Meetings are often held at Alma and Kevin's house^9 

which is set on five acres at Oakville in Sydney's west with room to run and throw 

49 But are also held at significant sites for Darag people such as Euroka Clearing in die Blue 
Mountains. I say more about Euroka Clearing in Chapter Eight 
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spears and boomerangs50. 'Bush tucker' including yams, bush tomatoes and 

geebungs51 are propagated on the block and native bees are kept in a hollow log for 

sugar bag?2 so that more knowledgeable members can teach the less knowledgeable 

about traditionalfood and medicine sources. Meetings used to be held in a large shed 

on the property until Kevin buirt an extension on the house especially for them and 

converted a garage into an art gallery come class-room. The shed is now used by 

knowledgeable people to teach fellow members how to make artifacts, and the art 

gallery is used to display community art work to visitors and to teach 'language'5! 

Darug descendant children are allowed to be full participants in all ceremonial 

occasions, paint 'dot paintings', some dance in the dance troupe and some publicly 

speak a version of Darug language at Welcome to Country ceremonies. 

Without Darug descendants the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation and 

the 'darug custodian' community could not exist. But without the Corporation and tfie 

community, it would be very difficult for Darug descendants to exist. To begin with, 

without the Corporation, 'darug custodian' Darug descendants would not be included 

in the category The Darug People' in land daims made by Tribal because they would 

not berecognised by the state as Darug at alt54. Furthermore, without the wider 

'darug custodian' community it is very unlikely that 'darug custodian' Darug 

50 Alma and Kevin's conspicuous prosperity in contrast to other community members comes 
from Kevin's interstate trucking business (see Chapter Four). 

51A small mango shapedfruit which grows on the geebung tree, is a kind of acacia. The bark 
can be soaked in water to make an infusion with similar properties to aspirin. 

32 Very sweet native bee honey. 

531 say more about 'Darug language' in Chapter Seven. 

^TheniajorhyofrJanigdescendamsictemifiedbyKohenareno^ 
because they do not belong to a Darug organisation. 
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descendants have the numbers to sustain an on-going identity separate from Tribal or 

any of the non-Darug communities to which they belong. It would be very difficult for 

them to administer and maintain the Oarug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation and it 

would be virtually impossible for them to maintain their public profile through dancing 

and various other cultural practices. Most importantly, without the wider 'darug 

custodian' community, Oarug descendants would have a difficult time asserting and 

reproducing their status as traditional Aboriginal owners. This difficulty would not pnly 

arise from not being party to land claims, but by not being able to organise public 

assertions of their claims such as Welcome to Country. It would also be difficult for 

them to maintain their morale without the constant moral and material support 

provided by non-Darug descendant community members. Non-Darug descendant 

community members depend on Oarug descendants' status as traditional Aboriginal 

owners to ground their own identity as custodians of Darug land and culture. They 

work hard, as I explain below, to provide the means and the support for Darug 

descendants to make their claims publicly. They also constantly assert and afford 

respect55 to Darug descendants as traditional Aboriginal owners reinforcing and 

affirming that status and identity as the foundation of the community. Thus, two kinds 

of 'oppositional' relationship are important for 'darug custodians': one 'external' and 

antagonistic, at least in some sense, and the other 'internal' and celebratory. But non-

Darug Aboriginal members also, as I explain later in this chapter, challenge the ways 

that things are done in the community by drawing comparisons with the ways in which 

things are (or were) done in their communities of origin. This makes it necessary for 

all community members to engage in debates which involve defending, justifying and 

55 This does not mean, however, that all interactions between Darug descendant community 
members and non-Darug descendant members are without conflict 
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negotiating their practices. This is productive in making people consider some 

previously taken for granted behaviours in more reflexive and self-conscious ways- It 

means that people need to more dearly and more fully articulate what they do and the 

meaning of what they do in relation to others within the community. 

It has always been the case during my association with the community that 

Darug descendant leaders have made certain claims about the meaning of certain 

behaviours as people have tried to "work out' who they are as a group and how they 

can best be together. This often occurs at ceremonies, dances and speeches when 

an act, such as a particularly well executed dance move for example, will be analysed 

as meaning that 'darug custodian' dance is developing to an unprecedented level of 

expertise. Leaders will often praise dancers as the best in Sydney' and make claims 

that membership of the community dance troupe imbues dancers with prestige as 

dancers and community members. This has the double-sided effect of affirming 

membership of the community and emphasising the benefits of commitment to the 

community. 

This kind of discourse within the group has redoubled, however, with the 

relatively recent influx of non-Darug Aboriginal members, some of whom are 

considered to be 'cultural experts' due to their seniority in their 'home' communities. 

Some non-Darug Aboriginal members are in positions to judge the performances of 

Darug cultural forms in relation to those of other Aboriginal groups from the 

perspective of having been participants or observers in other Aboriginal cultural 

practices. Sometimes, non-Darug Aboriginal members do not agree with the 

judgments made by Darug leaders. Sometimes, when a Darug leader praises a 

dance performance, for example, a non-Darug Aboriginal dance 'expert/ may suggest 

that some changes may improve the performance, or claim that more successful out
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comes are achieved by dancing on a different surface, or using different music. This 

kind of interjection is only tolerated if it comes from very senior people who have 

demonstrated both their cultural expertise and their long term commitment to the, 

'darug custodian' community, ff Darug leaders ultimately agree with the judgment of a 

non-Darug cultural expert, then changes may be made and the performance will be, 

said to have been improved by instigating the expert's suggestion, ff, however, Darug 

leaders do not agree then the suggestion is ignored and the performance is said to be 

excellent without change. Although senior non-Darug Aboriginal members have 

prestige in the community it is always ultimately Darug leaders who make decisions 

concerning the form and content of cultural practices. Darug leaders' judgments are 

always respected by non-Darug Aboriginal members (although not always without 

conflict). This has the effect of making an emerging status hierarchy more visible. 

Spouses of Darug descendants 

Aboutfifteen people who are partners of Darug descendants are also associate 

members of the Corporation and participants in most aspects of community life. 

Darug descendants, their partners and their children are the most regular attendees at 

meetings and other gatherings. Most partners of Darug descendants are White settler 

males and all are adults, mostly between the ages of thirty-five and sixty-five. 

The children of White spouses of Darug 'darug custodians' are considered, by 

them and the rest of the community, to be Darug. In this way, White 'darug custodian' 

spouses are connected to Aboriginal community members by 'blood'. All fifteen of the 

White partners of Darug descendants have told me that they came from "working 

class' families, most of which are long time settlers in Sydney's western suburbs. 

When considering their family background, "working class' seems to mean both a 
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Weberian idea of unequal power in the market place, and a Marxian concept of 

'relations of production'. That is, they come from family backgrounds that they regard 

as both poor and low status. Interestingly, all of these people still identify as *wonking 

class' even though a few, like Kevin, are quite affluent and some are independent 

contractors rather than wage employees (see Table Two). When considering their 

own class positions in the present, they seem to be using a social rather than 

economic concept of class to perhaps more closely identify with the low status of their 

Aboriginal partners and children inrelation to the dominant society. 

Many of the fathers of White spouses of Darug descendants were farm or, 

builder's labourers, some worked on the New South Wales railroads and main roads 

as unskilled workers, some did not know their fathers, and one suspects that his, 

father was a criminal. Many came from large families of six or more children and most 

of their mothers did not work outside the home. The education level of this 'groip' of 

'darug custodians' is below year 10 (see Table 2). Many told me that finishing school 

as early as possible was a priority so that they could either contribute to the family 

income or become independent When I asked people in this group where their 

families originally came from most claimed Irish descent, a tew English, and many 

suspect, but cannot prove Aboriginal descent 

All of the people in this 'category" of White partners to Darug spouses told me 

that their families were, at least initially, unhappy about their marriage to an Aboriginal 

partner. Kevin explained: 

We'ad nothirf. Nothrn*. Me dad runoff Wore any of us 
knew anythin' about it. Left mum with ten of us ta feed. 
I was on th' road workin' at thirteen. But atfirst mum 
thought we was too goodfor Alma. I'adtarunorftabewith 
with her. 
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FNAW022002. 

The partner of one of Kevin and Alma's daughters, also a White settler man, 

thirty seven years old and an interstate truck driver remembered his family's reaction 

to his marriage: 

Oh, yawoukla thought we was the royal family! Th'carry on. 
'Ow we gurma tell ya grandma?', 'What*II the neighbours think?*, 
•What If ya'ave kids -they'll be black!'. We don Vavetoo much 
to do with'em now & that suits everyone fine. 

FNGM022002. 

It seems from my enquiries that most White settler partners of Darug 

descendants came from impoverished working class backgrounds. One person even 

described his background as 'white trash'. But still, it seems that most partners' 

families and the social ancles their families moved in considered their association with 

Aboriginal people to be a shameful step down from their social position. Gillian 

Cowlishaw (2004:118) argues that in some communities it can mean a sort of social 

death where the White spouse is considered to become Black by association and is 

no longer considered part of the White community. She goes on to say that 

marriages between Whites and Aboriginal people often lead to severance from one, of 

the families of origin. White 'darug custodians' I have spoken with have affirmed this 

and added that in their cases the severance has always been from the White family. 

ft appears that White 'darug custodians' who married Aboriginal spouses, 

before the advent of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation shared their 

partner's sense of a generic Aboriginafrty that produced alienation, not only from their 
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family of origin, but from the dominant Australian society. Kevin explained that it was 

a life where not only Alma's, but his own difference from the dominant society was 

constantly invoked by Whites: 

They was good days on th'road. We'dtoad up the truck, 
pile in all six kids 'n' orf we'd go. We'd camp with Aboriginal 
people near th'river wherever we could. Wttrt six frttfe black 
kids runnin' around we was never welcome anywheres where 
there was whrtefurlas. We bougrrt a block of land up Kingsdrff 
[on the border of NSW and Queensland] once, but we 'ad ta sell 
it cause when th' neighbours seen me kids 'n' missus we knew it 
was a matter of time blore we was run outta town. So we got in 
first 'n' came 'ome ta Sydney. 

FNAW022002. 

Since the mid 1980*8, however, the situation has changed for Darug 

descendants and their spouses. The identification of Darug descendants by Kohen 

and their subsequent public recognition by the Australian state marked a very 

important turning point in the lives of all those who now identify as 'darug custodians'. 

Kevin and all the other previously marginalised White partners of Darug descendants 

now share in some of the new-found public recognition - even celebrity - of their 

spouses. This came about as a result of the incorporation of the Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation, the emergence of the 'darug custodian' community and the 

public representations that community members make within the contexts of 

murticufturafism, land rights and native title. With these things has come a new public 

appreciation for and awareness of Indigenous peoples and their claims. They and 

their partners have been invited to public events including the 2000 Olympic Games, 

to the Governor of New South Wales' reception for Indigenous peoples and to perform 

Welcome to Country during the Queen's baton relay for the 2006 Commonwealth 

Games. They are still invited to art exhibition openings and various other receptions 
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and openings as 'official guests'. Suddenly, not just White society, but the cream pf 

White society want to be seen shaking 'darug custodian' hands and having their 

photostaken beside them. White spouses stiff suffer the everyday margrnafisatipn 

and 'authenticity' problems of their Darug partners, but membership of the community 

now gives them a kind of public status in White society which was undreamt of until 

very recently. 

As I have said, most White Darug spouses are men. This is not only because, 

as Cowfishaw (2004:118) explains, gender and racial hierarchies are preserved, 

where the man's superior 'racial' status is supported by his gender status, but simply 

because there are more female Darug descendants who are members of the 

community than men. Onereasonfor this is because women have out-lived men. 

There are currently only seven adult male Darug descendants who are members and 

these men are all between the ages of thirty-five and forty-five. The children of these 

men are not yet over eighteen years old and thus not eligible to be members of the 

Corporation, and their male Darug elders have passed away. There are, in short, no 

surviving malesfrom the oldest generation of Darug descendants. There are some 

male Darug descendants who are members of the dominant family, but are not 

community members. For example, in one family withfour adult sons only two 

participate as members of the community. This may be because, as I have said, the 

time and energy commitmentrequired to be a member is prohibitive for many people, 

particularly for people who need to earn an income outside of the community to 

support families. This is the casefor the two siblings I cite above who are not 

community members. One is a truck driver and the other is a hotel employee and 

both are married with children. All of the Darug descendant males who are members 

of the community are otherwise unemployed, and all are currently single. All those 
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who have been married were married to White women. This may indicate that White 

female partners of Aboriginal men are generally more intolerant of Aboriginal culture 

than White male partners, but this may not be a reasonable infer mice because the 

numbers are so small. What can be said is that the partners of Darug descendant 

men have not tolerated long term unemployment and the largely unpaid dedication of 

theirformer partners to community affairs. 

Most Darug descendant women, on the other hand, have been or are currently 

in long termrelationships with non-Aboriginal partners. Arguably this support from 

their spouses allows women to be more active and effective community members. 

The moral support is supplemented by material support. Most White male spouses of 

Darug descendants are employed in jobs outside of the community. They do not work 

for the Corporation on archaeological digs, and do not rely on making incomes from 

community enterprises. In most 'darug custodian' families where the female partner is 

a Darug descendant it is the White or Maori male spouse who provides the income 

that allows other family members to devote their time to community involvement1, they 

can afford to do the large amounts of unpaid workrequired of community members. 

The most common employment among this 'group' is interstate truck driving, building 

construction work and road construction work. Of these only four or five, including 

Kevin who is now retired, are independent contractors and they all appear to be 

relatively prosperous when compared with Aboriginal members of the community. 

At present only one partner of a Darug descendant woman is Maori. He and 

about ten other Maori associate members are afforded special status as Indigenous 

people by'darug custodians'. They occasionally participate as associate members of 

the Corporation and attend ceremonial gatherings, but they are much more active 

members in their own community affairs and often include 'darug custodians' in Maori 
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celebrations, ceremonies and rituals. Their experience in New Zealand has led Maori 

'darug custodians' to explain at Darug gatherings that achieving and maintaining 

recognition is an on-going project for Darug people. Maori have proven to be 

invaluable sources of inspiration and support for the community. Also, as Indigenous 

people, the Maori who are now associated with 'darug custodians' insist on 

acknowledging the traditional Aboriginal owners of the place where they now live at all 

of their formal gatherings. This has the effect of not only honouring and supporting 

Darug claims, but of providing a moral grounding for Maori who now inhabit Daryg 

land. The scope of my research has not allowed for the collection of data relating to 

the constitution and organisation of Maori communities in the western suburbs of 

Sydney, but dearly, future research in this area would be valuable. 

As well as these qualities Maori have a special appreciation for what it means 

for Indigenous peoples to inhabit urban areas. Over eighty percent of Maori five in 

New Zealand's cities. By the end of the 1980s Maori had regained a treatyrighttoa 

share of New Zealand's lucrative commercial fisheries but the New Zealand 

government and Maori have struggled ever sinceto find ways to appropriately 

distribute the approximately $US350 million in fisheries assets that have been held for 

factions ofretribalised and urban Maori since 1992 (Webster 2002:341). Legislation 

promoting tribes (wr) and other traditionalist concepts has meant that the numbers of 

mi that qualify as tribal organisations for the purposes of compensation for the 

misappropriation offishing rights since 1840 represent a tiny proportion of Maori. 

Larger urban and other Maori organisations, on the other hand, are not recognised as 

tribes and are therefore excluded from claiming compensation. This has all takqn 

place amid the Maori cultural revival movement, Maoritanga, which was led from (he 
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1970s by groups of urban students and workers who were strongly influenced by the 

American civil rights movement (Sissons 2005:76). Maoritanga has produced a 

respect for and pride in traditional Maori values, but clearly has not resulted in any 

significant economic changesfor urban Maori although it has significantly benefited a 

minority of Maori who have retained a tribal lifestyle in remote areas (Webster 

2004:341). 

Sissons (2005:71) argues that in New Zealand and elsewhere Indigenous 

traditional cultural movements such as Maoritanga can be understood as an urban 

politics of relocation. Concerns including loss of language and culture, structural 

racism, alienation of Indigenous youth, family breakdown, substance abuse and 

imprisonment, to name a few, are highlighted by urbanisation. Maoritanga has proyen 

a powerful influence providing unban Maori with a sense of pride, dignity and hope for 

the future which sustains a traditional urban Maori cultural identity. Sissons (ibid.) 

cites, as another example, the American Indian Movement (AIM) which emerged frpm 

the alienation experienced by the children of Indigenous Americans who relocated to 

urban centres like Minneapolis in the 1950s, 'darug custodians' have been 

reproducing their own version of these phenomena as their own cultural 'renaissance' 

since the mid 1980s. I am not sure, however, judging from my ownfirst contact with 

the community, that initially there was a strong awareness that Indigenous peoples in 

other parts of the world were doing the 'same thing', in fact, when a team of 'darug 

custodian' soccer players returned from an international Indigenous soccer 

competition in Canada in 1999, some seemed to perceive Inurt, Cree and other Native 

American representations to be more 'authentic', better preserved and more highly 

recognised than their own. Gale, one of Alma's daughters told me that: 
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We was embarrassed! Alt them Indian people have so 
much more culture than us. It felt like they was lookin'at 
us W thrnkm' that we weren'trealty Aboriginal. 

NM052000. 

Fears similar to Gale's were expressed to me by many 'damg custodians' in 

different contexts in the early years of my association with the community. This 

indicates that many 'darug custodians' may have been unaware that the plight of 

Darug descendants as unrecognised urban Indigenous people who are ineligible, for 

state compensation for past fosses is by no means unique. They also appeared to be 

unaware that many indigenous groups' cultural practices are aresult of recent 

processes of (re)emergence rather than on-going traditions. They were clearly 

unaware that Huron in Quebec, for example, struggle forrecognition in ways very 

similar to 'darug custodians'. Roosens (1989:20)reveals how Huron, like Darug, were 

able to create a self conscious people, emanating from a very few 'scraps' of cultural 

relics of a Native American past. Also like Darug descendants, Hurons were only 

minimally different from the culture of French Canadians and deliberately set about 

developing a Huron counter culture. But, unlike 'darug custodian' Darug descendants, 

Huron have a 'homeland', they have areserve that they gained through political 

activism and are nowrecognised as a powerful Indigenous group in Canada. Also, 

regardless of the amount of intermarriage between French Canadians, other 

Eurpoeans and Huron over time, it must be assumed from Roosens' account that 

most of those who claim Huron identity have some biological grounds on which to 

make that claim, 'darug custodians', in contrast, ground their identity as a group, on 

the biological claims of the tiny minority of Darug descendants. 

Lumbee in North Carolina (cf Blu 1989, Sider 2003 reprinted) also bear some 
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striking similarities with as well as differences from the cultural emergence of 'darug 

custodians'. Lumbee, like Darug descendants, were notrecognised as Indigenous 

people until recently. Lumbee, although of 'mixed' Native American, European and 

African heritage, were classified in 1835 as free persons of colour' and later as free 

Negroes' (Blu 1989:3). That is, unlike Darug descendants, although Lumbee claims 

to Indigenerty were not recognised, their difference from White society was. Lumbee 

actively refused to accept the Black classification imposed on them by Whites and 

paved the way for other Indigenous groups in Norm Carolina (Blu 1989:5). They did 

this, Blu (ibid.) claims, through political activism more than through strategic tradrtional 

cultural practices. That is, they deliberately changed the image of Native Americans 

from feather wearing, bead working, horse riding and teepee dwelling to politically 

active and modem. As well as already being recognised at least as a 'group', there 

are 30,000-40,000 people who are today legally designated as Lumbee. They are the 

fifth largest Native American group in the United States and even if their claims to 

services through the Bureau of Indian Affairs are notrecognised because they have 

never had areservation, Lumbee have become increasingly politically active in pap-

Native American affairs and have considerable influence through weight of numbers 

alone (Blu:1989:1). 

The story of Alutiiq (cf Clifford 2004) cultural revival in Alaska also bears 

similarities to and differences from the 'darug custodian' story. Urban dwelling Alutiiq 

had been dispersed between various regional Indigenous Corporations and were 

unsure of their status or identity until they enrolled under the Alaska Native Clairns 

and Settlement Act 1971 (ANCSA). Like the Land Rights (NT) Act 1976 and the rater 

Commonwealth Native Title Act 1993 in Australia, the ANCSA made it pay to be 

Indigenous in Canada, perhapsfor the firsttime (Clifford 2004:7). After a history of 
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similar intense disruption and trauma as Darug descendants - and arguably most 

'darug custodians' - the process of ANCSA provided arenewed sense of Indigenous 

identity for Alutiiq. New cultural productions based onremembered or newly revived 

traditional practices blossomed addressing diverse local regional, state and 

international audiences. According to Clifford's account, Alutiiq, like 'darug 

custodians', have renegotiated traditionsfor new situations. Equally analogous witfi 

the 'darug custodian' situation, Clifford describes an apparent Alutiiq lack of concern 

with definitive origins and clear ethnic borders, he argues that 'they were privileging 

one part of their genetic and cultural background and underplaying others' (Clifford 

2004:25). But again, Alutiiq represents significant populations of people who live in a 

number of different urban centres and non-urban areas and, although they have so far 

been unsuccessful as claimants under ANCSA, they must be recognised as a political 

force. 

It appears, from the literature cited above, that perhaps the most pervasive 

difference between the situation of 'darug custodians' and other unrecognised 

Indigenous peoples who have been engaged in processes of cultural renaissanoe, are 

that the 'darug custodian' community is extremely small to take on such an enormous 

task and that it includes proportionally large numbers of different peoples who do not 

claim genetic linkage to the cultural practices they enact, to the people who claini to 

'own' those practices, or to the country to which those practices are linked. But as 

weff as these important differences there are some equally important similarities. The 

similarities include an original 'disappearance' brought about by state policies that did 

not recognise Indigenous groups who had prolonged contact with non-Indigenous 

groups; social, economic and culturaltosses; recent state policies that have allowed 

for a (re)emergence of these groups as 'a people' (but only if they can validate their 
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identities by proving their Indigenous origins), andrecent on-going projects of cultural 

'renaissance'. 

'darug custodians', however, do not generally read anthropological texts, and 

their awareness of these similarities and differences, as I said, did not seem to be well 

developed when Ifirst met them. And, although I might have been able to offer some 

insights, my advice is generally only sought on issues concerning communications 

with government and other White power brokers. As a middle class White person my 

involvement in 'Indigenous concerns' is often limited within the community as I 

describe later in this chapter. So 'darug custodians' awareness of the stories of other 

Indigenous peoples has needed to come from other, more appropriate sources. Tfye 

first Maori partner came into the community in 2000, and I think that since then 'darug 

custodians' have become more conscious of the global significance of their cultural 

practices. This, of course, is not only because of the influence and support of Maori 

within the group, but is also aresult of wider contact with other Indigenous peoples 

through various advances in media technology including the world wide web and 

videos, a more confident and organised approach taken by many Indigenous political 

groups inrecent years and greater support for Indigenous political movements from 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous activists. These forces have produced a growing 

awareness for 'darug custodians' of the remarkably similar ways in which urban 

Indigenous consciousness is manifested in all post-settler states. As 'darug 

custodian' cultural practices develop, community members are becoming more aware 

that although theforms of their practices are different and may have different 

meanings to those of other Australian Aboriginal peoples, Native Americans and 

Maori, for example, they are cultural practices which produce similar effects and which 

are bom out of similar backgrounds and processes as those of other Indigenous 
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peoples - especially other urban Indigenous peoples. I recently asked Gale if she still 

thought that North American Indigenous peoples' representations seem more 'real' 

than 'darug custodian' practices. We were watching a dance performance of 'darug 

custodian' children when she said: 

Fumy you should ask 'bout that. I was just thinkin' that I wish 
them fullas could see this. Ireckon we've come a long way in a 
few years. We're gettin' better W better. Maybe them Indians 
was just afew years ahead of us when we saw'em? 

FNNM07D3 

Non-Darug Associate Members who are not spouses of Darug descendants 
Maori Associate Members 

As well as the one Maori spouse, there are about ten Maori associate 

community members. Some are the children of Maori partners from previous 

marriages, some are the brothers and sisters of Maori partners, others are Maori who 

now live on Darug land. Maori associate members do not usually attend meetings of 

the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation and are not usually active in organising 

community events, although some do occasionally attend ceremonies. Maori 

associate memberstend, in short, to only minimally participate as community 

members, although, as I have said, they do include 'darug custodians' in Maori 

events. 

Although the one Maori partner of a Darug descendant works outside the 

community, this is not the case for all Maori associate members. Espedalfy young 

male Maori associate members rely on work provided by the Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation on archaeological digs as a primary income source56. This 

56 Although, as I have said, it is notreliable and needs to be supplemented. 
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work is as essential to some Maori as it is to some 'darug custodians'. So, it might be 

said that most Maori associate members take advantage of the work opportunities 

that the organisation provides without being involved in other aspects of community 

lifeto a large extent This seems to be acceptable to 'darug custodians' because they 

are sometimes desperatetor good, available workers. 

Maori have contributed to the 'darug custodian' community by giving morsjl 

supporttor the 'darug custodian' cultural project, by recognising the traditional 

ownership of Darug descendants and by sharing their own experience of the political 

and cultural effects of Maoritanga in New Zealand. Maori status within the community 

as a 'model' of successful cultural renaissance does not mean, however, that Maori 

members are any less discriminated against than 'darug custodians' as members of 

the dominant Australian society. In fact, White racism is arguably more or at least just 

as prevalent in the lives of Maori members as it isfor many Aboriginal 'darug 

custodians' because Maori, in contrast to many Darug descendants, are generally 

black, have different facial features, speak with a different accent, and are 

consequently more identiftabfy 'other' to White society. Also men and women Maori 

members typically wear light summer clothing all year around57, often revealing 

elaborate tattooing and body piercing, men often wear their hair long and have long 

beards. Most Maori, in short, present a 'rough' and 'dangerous' image to White 

Australian society. This image, along with their general 'otherness' makes gaining 

employment difficult, attracts negative attention from authority figures such as police 

andteachers, rases the suspicions of security personnel in shops, banks and pubs 

57 Many Maori members tell me that they do not fed the cold in Sydney, but I do wonder 
whether not wanting to cover tattoos is also part of the reason for wearing singlets, shorts and thongs 
in cold weather. 
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and often makes relations with Whites generally tense. These kinds of negative, 

relations within White Australian society mean that a strong sense of empathy exists 

between them and 'darag custodians'. Not only do Maori have experience of cultural 

revival, but they also share many of the everyday frustrations of managing their 

identity in relation to the dominant society with 'daaig custodians'. They also 

understand the sense of belonging that the community provides to such marginalised 

people. John, a Maori associate member put it thus: 

ff we (Maori and 'darug custodians] donl stick together 
who else'll give us a go, eh? 

DR07D4 

Non-Darug Aboriginal Associate members 

As I explained in Chapter Two, the largest group of'darug custodians' are npn-

Oarug Aboriginal associate members of the Corporation. Althoughfirst contact with 

most of this 'group' of people originally came about through 'darug custodians' 

association with Holy Family, this group is constituted by Aboriginal peoples from a 

wide variety of backgrounds. A few are new arrivals from relatively 'traditional' 

communities in remote parts of Australia, most have come to Sydney with their 

families to find work and education in the last thirty years, others have lived in the 

western suburbs for generations, it is important to note that while this group of people 

constitute a community through their involvement at Holy Family, they are also 

members of diverse other Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities which inhabit 

the western suburbs as well as the 'darug custodian' community. Some live in the 

Housing Commission at Mount Oruitt and are members of that geographic community. 

Although the Aboriginal community at Mount Druitt is marginalised from the dominant 
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society andreproduces some negative behaviours entrenched through processes of 

dislocation and alienation, it also sustains a close-knit group of Indigenous peoples 

from various parts of Australia providing support to people Irving far away from their 

home communities. Most of the peoples who belong to Holy Family and Mount Drurtt 

communities are much more identifiable as Aboriginal by looks than most Darug 

descendants and are consequently more often discriminated against in their everyday 

activities in the dominant society. Like Darug descendants they also belong to work, 

school, social and sporting communities associated with the dominant society, all live 

with and among White neighbours, and all suffer various degrees of racism, alienation 

and marginalisation accordingly. One family, for example, wererecently evicted frpm 

the house they wererenting in Penrith at the bottom of the foothills of the Blue 

Mountains, west of Sydney. The (White) landlord'sreason for the eviction was that 

he wanted to move into the house himself.58 White neighbours, however, stood 

outside the house and cheered as the family were leaving saying that all their 

complaints about you dirty Abos' paid off Two months later, the landlord had 

installed new tenants (White) into the property and the 'darug custodian' family was 

still living in a shed behind Alma and Kevin's house. Eventually they were able to 

move into a Housing Commission house at Mount Drurtt. 

It needs to be made dear that Hofy Famffy provides a venue for local 

Indigenous people to meet each other, transport to get there, food and other 

resources for people in need and facilities for people to conduct their own social 

events. But the Indigenous people who attend the centre for their own social 

gatherings are not necessarily parishioners of Holy Family. In other words, what. 

58 Which under the Tenancy Act is an acceptable reason for giving notice to tenants. 
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attracts people to the centre is not necessarily (or even usually) Catholic worship, but 

the opportunity for Indigenous people who are alienated from their home communities 

to make contact with other Indigenous people Irving in the western suburbs of Sydney. 

As I explained in Chapter Two, for some of these people, making contact with people 

who claim traditional Aboriginal ownership of the place where they all now live was an 

emotional experience because they found a way to connect with that place in an 

Indigenous way. This experience became an on-going commitment to supporting and 

then belonging to a group who claim a custodialrelationship with Oarug (and and 

Darug people. In speaking with many different non-Darug Aboriginal associate 

members it has become clear that community membership provides not only a sense 

of belonging to an Indigenous community, but a sense of belonging to place which 

many Indigenous people in big cities struggle to find. This belonging to place is also 

morally sustainable tor Indigenous people who worry about inhabiting 'someone efse's 

land'. Perhaps one of the most moving explanations came from Uncle Gary, an old 

man who came to Sydney from Cobar in western New South Wales fifteen years ago: 

Neverfeltright this place, this Sydney place til I met this mob. 
Couklnl go 'ome, couldn't go back west. Trouble, ya know? 
Trouble with the mob back 'ome. Couldn't go nowhere. Hated 
it 'ere. The spirits, ya know the spirits of the land? Make ya sick. 
Make ya real sick if ya not s'posedta be 'ere. Big trouble. Real 
sick I was. Then me little sista ere, me litOe sista [Alma]. She 
welcomed me onta the land. Give me a home. Give me country 
ta look after. People tatook after. 

KP082004. 

Uncle Gary is now an important contributor to both the Corporation and the 

community. He rarely misses a meeting and is arguably one of the most committed 

teachers of contemporary cultural practices to less knowledgeable community 

members. 
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Of course, non-Darug Aboriginal associate members are vitally important to 

other community members. With so few Darug descendants as full members and 

equally small numbers of spouses and other associate members, it would be very 

difficult for the community to reproduce itself overtime without non-Darug associate 

members. Many of the non-Darug Aboriginal members of the community are 

unemployed andrepresent a wider age range than other community members 

because of their larger numbers. This means that quite elderly people with a great 

deal of knowledge have time to contribute to meetings and other cultural events. 

Younger people are available for working on digs and learning skills. That this 'group' 

is Aboriginal is also important for community identity. Aboriginal associate members 

provide 'cultural input/ to contemporary cultural practices. That is, they often act as 

'advisors', explaining how certain practices worked in their communities of origin, 

sharing perspectives, ideas, experiences and stories. Some, who were removed from 

their home communities at an early age, or who have otherwise suffered cultural loss 

are able to learn about traditional Darug culture and potentially become cultural 

experts. 

This, of course, is also fuel for some particularly explosive conflicts both within 

and outside the community. Most hostilities between community members occurs 

over disagreements as to the 'proper' way to conduct ceremony, sing a certain sprig, 

perform a particular dance, phrase a specific tetter. There are often disagreements 

over the most appropriate person to represent the community in certain contexts or 

who is the 'proper' person to be the main organiser of an event or ceremony. 

Because some non-Darug Aboriginal people have become quite powerful wrthir̂  the 

community, their in-put influence and public representations have attracted criticism 

from Tribal members and other non-Darug Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal stake
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holders. As Public Officer ft has often become my rote to try and 'smooth the waters' 

when official complaints are made concerning what is perceived by those outside the 

community to be inappropriaterepresentation of the community by a non-Darug 

person. This has often attracted criticism of myself for defending what is considered 

to be 'inauthentjc'representations. This scenario of intra 'darug custodian' hostilities 

over the 'proper'representation of 'darug custodian' cultural identity with various 

outsiders caught in the middle (including and especially White middle class associate 

'darug custodians' such as myself) is extremely common. The mostregular topic of 

conversation between 'darug custodians', whether it be at meetings of the Corpqration 

or in social situations, is what acts are considered culturally appropriate and why. 

That is, there seems to be a group obsession with discussing the 'proper' way to. dp 

things and the meaning of collective representations. People are still working these 

things out but what is common to all these discussions and by extension to all 'darug 

custodians', except, perhaps White middle class 'darug custodians', is member's 

commitment to what they calf Darug culture. Various Darug descendants, spouses of 

Darug descendants, children of Darug descendants, Maori and Aboriginal non-Darug 

community members have alltofd me in different ways that it is a better thing to be a 

'darug custodian' than it is to be a member of the various other non-darug custodian' 

communities they inhabit. In other words, the community provides people who must 

otherwise operate as marginalised members of White communities with an alternative 

identity. Perhaps no-one put it more clearly than Darren, a young Darug descendant 

dancer, when he tofd me that he was 'nothin' without [Darug] culture' (FNBP040$). 

Middle class Whfte Associate Members 

As wen as White working class' spouses of Darug descendants there are, a 
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number of community members and associate members of the Corporation, like 

myseff, who identify themselves as middle class Whites. By 'middle class' I mean 

both economically self sufficient and socially powerful within the dominant society. 

There are currently about thirty such people registered as members, seven of whom 

are members of my own immediate family. As well as myseff, my husband, our three 

adult children and two of their partners there are other White families, couples and 

single people who contribute to the community in significant ways. 

My own involvement came about through my friendship with Alma, but I was 

politicised even before that time. I had begun an undergraduate degree majoring in 

Indigenous Studies before I met Alma and I was already aware of some of the issues 

and politics which plague Indigenous peoples' lives. Before I began my doctoral 

research, my commitment to the community was definitely related to a sense of 

justice. I thought that as a middle class White person that I could, at least in a small 

way, provide some resources which could help the community to achieve some of 

their goals. But (was also motivated by an intense personal curiosity, in other words, 

my commitment was both aftruisfjc and serf-interested. As time went on my 

involvement with the community became more complicated especially when I began 

my doctoral research. Some people were highly supportive of what they saw to be a 

project which benefited both the community and myseff, while others questioned why I 

should benefit in White society from my work with 'darug custodians'. My 

relationships with community members started to involve more and more struggles 

and hostilities as well as co-operation and negotiations. But by then I was already 

committed both to conducting my doctoral research and to contributing to the 

community. There were times when I thought that my relationships with certain 
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people in the community made continued involvement intolerable but my self-interest 

in achieving my research goals got me through those times. Conversely, there were 

times when I wanted to abandon the research so I could work on my relationships 

without the tension that my work created. 

My work in the community has required the kind of enormous time commitment 

that all community members need to pledge. Initially my husband and family foupd 

this impossible to tolerate making my family life as contentious as my working life. 

Rather than abandon me to live a 'darug custodian' life on my own, however, they all 

eventually joined the group and now contribute by attending and helping to organise 

events; working on digs at times of high demand; attending meetings and helping 

community members who may need legal advice (my husband is a lawyer). Our 

family also provides material and moral supportfor community members in need when 

we can. 

Of course, not all of my family's interactions in the community have been 

pleasant. My husband and all my children and their partners have experienced 

hostility and their behaviour has been frequently censured by others in the community. 

My younger son and his partner have both worked on archaeological digs and been 

criticised because some community members thought that only Aboriginal members 

should be able to benefit financiaffy from workingfor the Corporation. When my son 

argued that he was not prepared to work without pay and that such demands are not 

made on Maori members, it was counter argued that he has our family's financial 

resourcesto support him which is not the casefor Aboriginal or Maori members. This, 

however, has only occurred when there has been plenty of Aboriginal members to 

provide labourfor archaeologists. Whenever more than one dig is in operation at tfie 

same time my son is asked to work and is willingly paid. It is a point of pridefor the 
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Corporation to be able torise to the labour demands of archaeologists because 

Tribals are also asked to contribute labour to digs on Darug land. If Custodians were 

unable to raise enough workers leaders fear that it might signify to Tribals and 

archaeologists that the community is in decline. 

The example I cite above of the kinds of censure that White members 

experience from other community members suggests that 'our' (White) difference is 

not treated so much as 'racial' as class difference. But this is more complex as I 

demonstrate below. My elder son was taught to play didgeridoo when he was very 

young and is now quite expert. He used to be frequently asked to perform with the 

dance troupe and at other events until some community members argued that omry 

Aboriginal people should play didgeridoo at all. The ban has meant that my son is no 

longer able to 'jam' with Abonginal didgeridoo players which not only developed his 

skills, but allowed for a particular kind of community with male 'darug custodians,'. It 

also means that my son is no longer able to teach less knowledgeable players. Thjs 

was not about public displays of'authentic' Aboriginalrty, but a complete ban of an 

activity on what might seem to be 'racial' grounds. This is complicated because it is 

only White associate members who are not spouses of Darug descendants to whorn 

this ban applies. White spouses of Darug descendants can play didgeridoo, but not in 

public. It seems that within 'darug custodian' society, at least at this moment in its 

development White spouses of Darug descendants are situated in the category 

'Aboriginal' which is evidently not a 'racial' category, but a social one. Thus, if there is 

not a 'racial' difference, then there is clearly a status difference between White 

spouses and other White community members. 

This status difference seems to operate by encouraging middle-class White 
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people's involvement in the community in 'service' type roles and limiting the extent to 

which they can participate in traditional cultural practices. That is, it is alright for 'us' 

to share our resources, but *we' cannot expect to achieve status as 'people of 

knowledge' within the community. Our status in White society is not transferable, to 

'darug custodian' society and we are not given the means to 'properly'59 learn ar̂ d 

transmit knowledge within 'darug custodian' society. 

Outside my own family, other White members include activists who have 

helped 'darug custodians' over the years in organising art exhibitions, protests arid 

land claims. Some are also members of reconciliation groups. I asked one middfer 

aged White woman how long she had been a member of the organisation and 

community. This woman had been involved in helping the community organise 

protests over the F2 Freeway which destroyed some significant pre-contact Darug 

sites at Pennant Hills, north-west of Sydney. She infrequently attends meetings, but 

often attends ceremonies: 

Webegantheprof«stsrn96andmyhi«bandandlbecarTie 
members soon after. Oh, you know what I mean when I say 
that once you're in that's it. I don't know, what is it? rr/s not just 
the feeling of belonging. It's the way that you feel malty welcome. 
Aboriginal people make you feel like they're really happy to see you 
and you canl help but feel the same way. 

Journal CH072003. 

In return for moral and material contributions some White middle class 'darug 

custodians' seem to gain a sense of community that they find rare, or at least not as 

intense, in White society. Or perhaps it is more a case of gaining a sense of welcome 

59 This is notto say that middle class White associate members cannot fully participate in 
some activities and events. It is not possible, however, for a middle class White community member 
to achieve a level of knowledge and experience diatrivals that of other 'darug custodians'. 
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that middle class Whites may not expect in Aboriginal communities due to a history of 

segregation between middle class Whites and Aboriginal peoples in Australia. This 

might be a powerful motivation for some middle class Whites to seek association with 

'darug custodians'. But alt of the middle-class White 'darug custodians' I know cither 

than myself rarely engage with the everyday running of the Corporation and the 

community. They do not encounter the kinds of frustrations that other 'darug 

custodians' must contend with during constant rounds of meetings, the perpetuaf 

struggles over the appropriate way to do things or the ceaseless contention over who 

the most appropriate representative of the community might be. Many middle class 

White members engage in particular projects including art exhibitions or protests, and, 

although they are very likely to encounter some opposition and contention, these, 

kinds of projects are usually 'one-offs' that they are not obliged to repeat In other 

words, middfe class White 'darug custodians' (including me) are not 'darug custodians' 

at all. They are free to only contribute what they are willing to contribute of their time 

and other resources. It is not their identity as a people that is at stake if the 

community does not survive. They are welcomed for what they can and will 

contribute, but they are not allowed by other 'darug custodians' to become too 

knowledgeable in practices which 'darug custodians' claim as their culture. They are 

not, in other words, allowed to take away from the corrrmunrty what is most valuable: 

what 'darug custodians' call culture. Stiii, middle class Whites are also welcomed, I 

suspect, largely because other 'darug custodians' need the resources that middfe 

class Whites are able to provide. Perhaps then, it is more correct to say that oqr' 

resources - our educations, material goods, contacts and willingness to provide these 

things - are respected and welcomed. This, in turn, must provide many middle-cjass 
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Whites with a certain satisfaction. 

Darug Custodian Aboriginaf Corporation 

Having provided the reader with a sense of the 'kinds' of people who constitute 

the community, where they have come from, why they may have become members 

and what they get out of membership I shall now examine the functions of the Darug 

Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, and in particular to demonstrate how it serves, to 

structure the community in particular kinds of ways. As I said in Chapter Two, tfje 

primary function of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, like ail Aboriginal 

Corporations set up under the Aboriginal Councils andAssociations Act 1976, is to 

allow for staterecognition of groups of Aboriginal people. In practice, this means that 

the functions of these Aboriginaf Corporations need to comply wrtfr state rules 

concerning membership, accounting and reporting. In practice, it means that a great 

number of bureaucratic regulations are required. Office bearers are elected by those 

eligible according to a constitution; regular meetings are convened; meetings are 

conducted accordingto particular conventions including the taking of minutes and the 

regulation of speakers through a Chairperson; financial statements and accounts are 

kept and reported to members, and all these regulations are under the scrutiny qf a 

government minister. For the purposes of state recognition, members of the Darug 

Custodian Aboriginal Corporation represent the needs, interests and aspirations of an 

Aboriginal community albert in a very non-Aboriginal way. This 'community' is I 

constituted according to the state's rules of how an Aboriginal Corporation should 

(must) be constituted. That is, full membership is limited to those who are genetically 

linked to Darug ancestors who can be traced to a time before Whites came to 

Australia. 
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It might be assumed, because the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation 

exists, that its members comply with state rules concerning the constitution of their 

community, and indeed they do, in part. In order to receive state recognition, 

members and associate membersfollow government guidelines on how to run an 

Aboriginal organisation. This, as I have said, includes restricting full membership to 

Darug descendants. But it is also within state rules to include, as associate 

members, non-Darug descendant spouses, other relatives and supporters. Some of 

these non-Darug descendants are also non-Aboriginal, such as myself. Associate 

members can attend meetings and evenfill non-executive positions on the committee, 

but may not vote. 

In some ways 'darug custodians' have appropriated the formal, Western 

organisation of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation to structure their ovyn 

community. They have complied with 'our' ideas of genetic refatedness to privilege 

Darug descent in the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, but they appropriate 

and use these ideas differently in the 'darug custodian' community as I demonstrate 

below. 

But, as well as compliance, there is a significant degree of non-compliance in 

the use of the state required regular meetings of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal 

Corporation and other instruments administered through the organisation, such as the 

community newsletter to communicate information related to traditional' cultural 

events, ideas, values and beliefs. That is, as well as issues related to land claims and 

the administration of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, both the meetings 

of the Corporation and the newsletter are used to communicate dates, and 

significance and appropriate rules of behaviour related to cultural events such as 
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ceremonies. Often these unofficial matters are given priority over correspondence 

with state agencies and other official matters. These unofficial matters are often 

raised by senior people who are not Darug descendants, as my example below 

demonstrates. 

Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation Incorporated by 'darug custodians',. 

Attendance at Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation meetings depends, 

greatly on the agenda of each particular meeting. A newsletter containing details of 

the next meeting's agenda is sent to community members at least two weeks prior to 

the meeting. If nothing particularly controversial, interesting or important to moŝ  

members is included the attendance can be as low as ten to fifteen people including 

committee members. This 'core group' of attendees consists of Darug descendant 

executive committee members, some of their partners, usually myself, and a small 

group of about five non-Darug Aboriginal supporters. 

This situation, however, has rarefy occurred in my experience. It is a rare, 

month that passes without some kind of internal or external 'drama' unfolding. Wore 

frequently an item in the newsletter sparks the interest of at least thirty members, who 

attend the meeting with their children who play outside until the meeting is over. 

Meetings are usually held at Alma and Kevin's house, but they are sometimes 

held in conjunction with another community activity. This can be a field trip' to a 

significant local site, such as a pre-contact art site, where the meeting is held after 

inspecting the site in question and having a barbeque. Sometimes Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous 'experts' from government agencies or private enterprise come to 

meetings to provide information on archaeological sites, historical sites or on 

proposed changes to legislation that may have ramifications for the community. 
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All meetings, however, include discussion of correspondence, often, after I 

have been asked to interpret or translate' it into 'plain English'. At one meeting t̂ he 

Chairperson, Janine, a thirty-five year old Oarug descendant woman, began to read 

correspondence concerning a request from a major liquor retailerfor information about 

the drinking habits of community members. Before she had finished the first 

sentence, however, Uncle Reg, a very senior, very respected non-Darug Aboriginal 

associate member from Kempsey, on the mid-north coast of New South Wales, 

interrupted her reading by broaching what appeared to be an unrelated topic: 

Sony daughter, but that ceremony we 'ad up there in th' 
mountains. Me & Uncle Bill told some yams what I reckon 
you young'ms need ta'ear right now. 

WM 1204.FN. 

With that, Uncle Bill, a senior Gundungarra man, began telling a story60 

conoeming spiritual associations between the community and a particular place. All 

other issues on the agenda were suspended while certain attendees discussed the 

significance of Uncle Bill's words at great length. Those engaged in the discusskw 

were all older people with knowledge and experience of the issues raised by Uncle 

Bill. Uncle Bid, as a traditional 'neighbour' of Oarug people claims that he possesses 

knowledge concerning sites in the Blue Mountains that were shared ceremonial sites 

between Oarug, Gundungarra and Darkinjung peoples (see Map 2). Most of the 

people involved in the discussion were not Oarug descendants and some were not 

Aboriginal. 

See Merlan (2000,2005) for discussion concerning the ways in which some Aboriginal 
peoplerespond to direct questions in a narrative moderather man a definitive mode. 
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Despite her position as Chairperson of the Darug Custodian Aboriginal 

Corporation and being a Darug descendant, Janine was unable to contribute to the 

discussion and was not able to direct the meeting back onto the set agenda. As a 

person much younger and with far less knowledge on the particular topic of discussion 

than the other participants, she was powerless to either curb Uncle Bid's interjection or 

contribute to it. 

At first I thought that the Uncles' interjection may have been another example 

of avoidance strategies I have often witnessed when community members do nqt want 

to answer, or even discuss a query from 'outsiders', and in a way it was. But it was 

also more than this. Alcohol addiction is a serious problem in many Indigenous 

communities and whenever a 'darug custodian' community gathering is planned 

organisers agonise over questions such as whether alcohol should be banned, 

whether people will attend the event if alcohol is banned, and how to police a ban if it 

is imposed. However, issues of such internal concern are rarely discussed or even 

aired within the hearing of outsiders. The use of alcohol by community members (and 

a number of other issues considered 'private') is considered to be 'Community 

Business'. 

In interrupting Janine's reading of the letter for the potential benefit of a liquor 

retailer the Uncles did not merely change the topic of discussion. In redirecting the 

•1 

discussion to a 'story* about country and people's relationships to that country and 

each other, the Uncles were reasserting the primacy of the community over the 

Corporation. They were reminding people that authority rests with knowledgeable 

community people and loyalty is due to the community above the interests and 

demands of the Corporation and those who attempt to gain information about the 
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community through the Corporation. 

It can be seen from my example, that even when official issues are discussed 

at meetings, it is not only Darug descendants who offer points of view, raise 

objections and generally contribute to suggested outcomes. Many people's opinions 

are respected in meetings, even if they are not Darug descendants (or even 

Aboriginal), above the opinions of younger, less knowledgeable people, even if those 

younger people are Darug descendants. In this way, the 'darug custodian' community 

is constituted very differently from the rules which govern the Darug Custodian 

Aboriginal Corporation. State rules governing the constitution of Aboriginal 

Corporations do not take into account 'darug custodian' social rules of transmission of 

knowledge and speakingrights which far outweigh genetic relatedness. 

As I have said, Chairpersonship and all executive positions, according tô  the 

rules of incorporation, must have a Darug descendant incumbent. Given that the 

Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation includes so lew Darug descendants and that 

most of these people are closely related, most older people have filled these positions 

more than once over time. Younger people are encouraged to accept these positions 

in order to more fully expose them to the issues facing the community and to teach 

them about the running of the Corporation. Ironically, by putting younger people into 

what are supposed to be powerful positions - at least by the dominant society - it, 

serves to highlight that within the Darug Custodian Aboriginal Corporation, 'darug 

custodians' operate under a different system of power relations. It serves to teach 

young 'darug custodians' that a less knowledgeable person can be Chairperson of the 

Corporation, but the status of Chair is stiff subject to the social rules of the community. 

A status hierarchy is only beginning to emerge in 'darug custodian' society and 
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its working out, as this chapterreveals, is the source of most internal conflict in the 

community. Because it is not yet quite certain who has authority in what contexts 

there are not many situations where a person or persons who claim authority to speak 

or act are unchallenged, rf a speaker is not challenged, as occurred when Uncle, Bill 

interrupted the meeting, they are only unchallenged because they are either 

charismatic enough, or in some other way powerful enough inrelation to those 

present that their assertion of seniority is accepted. In other words, there are others 

in the community who were not at the meeting in question who probably would have 

challenged Uncle Bin'sright to interrupt a meeting of the Corporation because he is 

not a Darug descendant?1. 

At this stage of its development the most important factors in achieving hkjh 

'darug custodian' status are duration and quality of experience of living a 'darug 

custodian life', knowledge of traditional cultural practices and contribution of thai; 

experience and knowledge to the community. Clearly, younger people are less likely 

to possess such experience and knowledge to the extent older 'darug custodians' do, 

but age is not the defining characteristic of high status. There are some older people 

who have no knowledge o  f traditional' 'darug custodian' cultural practices because 

they are new to the community for example. Yet, these people are not necessarily 

placed at the bottom of the burgeoning 'darug custodian' social hierarchy. If they are 

Aboriginal and have knowledge of traditional Aboriginal cultural practices from another 

group, for example, their status is boosted within the community. If they are Maori 

and have knowledge of Maori traditional practices their social position is like-wise 

boosted. Some long time White spouses of Darug descendants have achieved tfie 

61 Not, however, because he interrupted Janine. I think most, if not all 'darug custodians' 
would accept that Uncle Bill has higher status than Janine, including Janine herself. 
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highest status of leader or 'elder' in the community. Only if community member̂  are 

middle-class Whites is their status fixed, perhaps not at the bottom of a hierarchy, but 

outside it I, for example, have some knowledge of traditional Aboriginal cultural 

practices gained from anthropological study. My knowledge, however, is unsought 

and whenever offered it has been dismissed. I never talk about such things these 

days, but in my early association with the community I was often censured for 

assuming to contribute to what was considered none of my business. 

Conclusion. 

Some Damg descendants are asserting 'darug custodian' identity as an 

alternative identity to the dominant culture whilst simultaneously utilising the dominant 

culture's organisational strategies such as the Darug Custodian Aboriginal 

Corporation. An alternative social hierarchy seems to be crystallising which offers 

'darug custodians' status within the group which is otherwise not attainable in the non

darug custodian' communities they also inhabit This hierarchy may be all the more 

attractive to most 'darug custodians' because it effectively excludes middle clas^ 

Whites - those who are arguably most powerful outside the community. 

It is only Darug descendant 'damg custodians' whose status is based on 

genetic heritage. This is because 'darug custodian' identity depends on relationships 

with Darug Country and living Damg descendants. No other 'damg custodian' relation 

relies on "blood', 'darug custodians', instead, relate to each other through a 

burgeoning status system, collective practices, performed relations, particular 

behaviours and the Irving out and communication of certain beliefs and philosophies. 

This is all done while privileging Damg descendants and their status as descendants 

of the ancestors whose spirits inhabit Darug land. 
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Because the lives of 'darug custodians' are almost always negotiated in and 

with different 'non-darug custodian' communities appropriate behaviour in relation to 

ways of communicating and ways of conducting certain practices are still being 

worked out between community members and are consequently subject to 

considerable disagreement and negotiation. 

Chapter Four presents some more insights into the ways in which some 'darug 

custodians' manage their fragmented and unstable identities asrelatively powerless 

members of multiple 'non-darug custodian' communities. These everyday life realities 

of suburban Sydney constantly threaten to fragment the group and attenuate tfiejr 

mutual commitments. 
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